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From the President...
When you count your blessings, count your dogs twice....

It’s been a struggle to think of a topic suitable for the SCWTCA
Benchmarks’ President’s message. Like a bell ringing in my head,
I finally realized I have a lot for which to be grateful.
Experiencing a significant health problem for the past eight weeks
and with at least another four more weeks to contemplate my
place in the world, I have come to realize I am exceeding lucky
to have Wheatens in my life. They have brought me many new
and wonderful friends. Not only am I known as the dog lady by
acquaintances, I have an entire group of dog friends with whom I
love to spend my time. We go to dog shows together, chat on the
phone about our dogs’ behaviors and which diet to feed, and we
support each other at any time of crisis.
It’s amazing to me, the opportunities and experiences I have
shared with people all over the world; people I wouldn’t have
known otherwise. I’ve met people walking their Wheatens on the
streets of such cities as Ambleside, Cumbria, England; Zurich,
Switzerland and New York City. I’ve talked to well-known
people, including Vikings’ players and coach, movie stars, singers
and Broadway actors, because they own Wheatens. In these
situations one thing is clear, our dogs make us equal.
But, most important, is the love and companionship my canine
companions have offered me for the past thirty years. With a
Wheaten at my side, I am never alone and have no reason to be
lonely. If I’m in pain, have need for a gentle touch or to play, they
are there to demonstrate their unending devotion to me and to
show off their latest antics to make me laugh.
It’s remembering the wonderful life I’ve had with my Wheatens
and my Wheaten friends that makes me grateful and willing to do
whatever I can to help our dogs.
Helen J Moreland

From the Editor...

The past few years have seen many changes in our world, no
denying this. 911, global warming and the war in Iraq notwithstanding, our Wheaten world has changed as well. Stud
dogs often breed in absentia. Bitches have frozen semen
surgically implanted. Shipping during the summer months
is prohibited. We travel at the convenience of the airlines
rather than the other way around. I could go on and on.
Our breeding ideas have changed as well. For one thing, we
are out-crossing now to a much larger degree. Those of us
who have been at this for a long time note that what you see
at eight or nine weeks is no longer what you get at maturity.
In years gone by you could have hung your hat on this. No
more. It is one of the prices a breeder pays for out-crossing.
We are also noting the increased diversity in coat texture and
type. It has been perplexing to many to find that we are not
dealing simply with the “Irish” coat and the “European” coat
and the “American” coat. This is far too one-dimensional.
There are Irish coats and there are Irish coats! The same
goes for the so-called “American” coat, though coats here are
much improved of late. Breeders historically have been hard
put to determine with any degree of certainty what a puppy’s
coat will be at adulthood.
Kickie Norrby recently posted on our Breeder’s List a piece in
which she takes apart many varieties of Wheaten coat. She
describes the range of puppy coats and takes each coat type
through to maturity. I am pleased to present it here, with the
requisite editing (I promised Kickie I would do this…though
God knows her English is amazing!) Kickie has also supplied photos that illustrate coat progression, puppy to adult,
with two Wheatens that possess her preferred coat type.
Do not miss Shari Boyd Carusi’s warning about stud management on page 17!
The charming pastel on our cover was done by Mark Wells,
11 year-old 5th grade student at Paul Norton Elementary
School in Betterdorf Iowa. His art teacher is Pat Bereskin.
Gay Dunlap

Letter To The Editor
The editorial from Gay Dunlap in the March 2007 issue of Benchmarks caused considerable controversy. Specifically, the paragraph
where she says: The Open Registry remains incredibly skewed, its use as a breeding tool almost laughable were it not for its role in the
looming annihilation of breed type. And this is no laughing matter. In truth, forsaking breed type for health is costing us the breed we have
worked so hard to create.
This is an incredible statement. People have asked for an explanation and have met largely with silence. Many of us are still waiting for
clarification. You see, there are many of us who believe in this statement: Forsaking the HEALTH of a wheaten for breed type is costing
us the breed.
Gay also mentions that 25-30 or many more dogs are not reported to the OR. This is not the first time I’ve heard this. As a member
of the SCWTCA, I would think that she, and any other members who are aware of these dogs that are not being reported and their
breeders, report them to the club for immediate ethics violations. Hopefully the SCWTCA is willing to take a harsh stance on ethics
violators.
We are still waiting to hear an explanation regarding that editorial.
Lydia Kearney
Mesa, AZ
Editor’s Note ; The editor finds the requested explanation without merit. The editorail is clear. I suggest reading it again. GHD
benchmarks . volume 35 . number 2 . page 3

Champion Aranbriar Adonis, ROM (“Nicholas”)

December 15, 1995 - January 13, 2007
Dearly loved and deeply missed
After a long, courageous battle with PLN, he peacefully surrendered.
Judith Pitman

Aranbriar Wheatens
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Litter Mates Track Their
Way To Titles ...
by
Judy Shortino

Note: Judy Shortino and Anne Fisher live in
suburban Chicago. Judy trains and teaches
tracking from September through May at
the Rand Park Dog Training Club. Judy
has been involved in obedience and tracking since 1984. She got her first Wheaten,
Pudgy, in 1984 and he got his TD and
novice in obedience. Next was Cubby who
got his utility title in obedience and now,
Kailyn, who is ten and a half,
and going strong.
On Nov. 26, 2006, VanBeard’s
Mr. Irresistible (Duffy), owned
by Anne Fisher, and my own
VanBeard’s Great Expectations
(Dickens) got their Tracking
Dog Titles. They are 16-month
old littermates, co-owned by
their breeder Susan Ostrander.
I ran both of them. They track
so differently but get to the finish about the same time. They
both did a great job. Dickens
jumping and flying around on
his back legs, making the turns
when he gets to them and Duffy
putting his nose down and
working slower going down the
track and making all the turns.
It was a fun day!

scent again.
When the dog puts his head down on a
regular basis, we change handlers. All the
time I was handling the lead, I was making friends with the dog so he would want
to come to me. We change positions and
I walk out while the owner (or handler)

start with the same, “Find Mommy.”
We put the harness and long line on and
then I hold the dog about four feet up the
lead. I do not talk to the dog. The owner
goes out about 20 feet, walking backward,
with a glove. As the owner is walking,
they call the dog by name and wave the
glove at their side so the dog can see it.

Judy and Dickens walk out of the field with
the glove indicating a successful track.

stays with the dog. We go back to the 20
feet and work up to the long track again
with the owner keeping a tight lead on
the dog. When the dog stops, the handler
stops, lets the dog work it out getting the
scent again and when the dog goes, the
handler follows.

Duffy tracks “doggedly” doing his business...
notice all the play in the lead.

I have had extensive experience in obedience, rally and tracking. My Skibbereen
Autumn Leaves (Kailyn) has 27 titles in
Obedience, Agility, Rally and Tracking.
She is a VCD2 dog, a Versatility Dog
Master. Dickens has a lot to live up to,
especially the Champion Tracker title.
Currently, Kailyn is the only Wheaten
with a Champion Tracker title. The way
Dickens and Duffy are adapting so quickly
to tracking, agility and obedience - I think
they’ll make it.
I was asked how I start my dogs in tracking. I start my own dogs at eight weeks
old. My students’ dogs are usually older
– between approximately three months to
a couple of years old. Whatever the age, I

When the owner gets 20 feet away, they
call the dog and drop the glove. I tell the
dog to track and keep a tight lead all the
way. The dog naturally wants to go to
owner and flies out. If the dog grabs the
glove – great - if not the owner picks it up
and plays with the dog and glove.
The owner keeps going farther and farther
away from the dog, in the same manner until the owner is behind a tree or
otherwise can’t be seen by dog. I tell the
dog “track” and the dog runs off. Ninety
percent of the time the dog puts his nose
down to get the owner’s scent and that is
“tracking”. The trainer is holding onto
the lead and if the dog gets confused, the
trainer backs up and lets the dog get the
benchmarks . volume 35 . number 2 . page 5

Once the dog is tracking well with the
owner, we start working on “J” turns, left
and right turns, 90-degree turns - left
and right, all different kinds of terrain,
including up and down hills and the sides
of hills. We practice at different places

Judy and Dickens, after successfully completing the track!

continued on page 6

continued from page 5

and we use this method no matter what
the age of the dog. When the dog has this
worked out, then we work on timing the
track.
Never rush a dog on the track. If he or
she does not figure it out on their own,
they will never learn. Know where your
turns are at first so you can encourage
your dog to go the right way. Keep on the
track, but first, wait for the dog to tell you
which way to go.
VanBeard’s Mr. Irresistible and VanBeard’s
Great Expectations are sired by Woodland’s
Great Expectations out of Ch. VanBeard’s
Gabriella Goodman – neither parent have
done tracking work. Skibbereen Autumn
Leaves is by Maxwell Riley VanBeard x
Skibbereen’s Champagne Lace. Her titles
are: Obedience: UKC - Novice B 4-10-1999
Title, UKC - Open 12-3-2000 Title, AKC
- Novice B 10-9-1999 Title, AKC - Open
9-10-2000 Title, Canadian Novice B 4-282002 Title; Tracking: TD 5-18-1999 Title,
TDX 4-16-2000 Title, VST 5-16-2004 Title,
Champion Tracker 5-16-2004 Title; Agility:
Nadac Novice Standard 6-30-2001 Title,
Nadac Novice Jumper with Weave 6-102001 Title, AKC Novice B JWW 9-29-2001
Title, AKC Open JWW 11-27-2004 Title,
AKC Novice JWW Preferred 7-16-2005
Title, AKC Open JWW Preferred 12-102005 Title, AKC Novice B Standard 12-152000 Title, AKC Open Standard 10-2-2002
Title, AKC Novice B Preferred 7-17-2005
Title, AKC Open Preferred 12-31-2005
Title, UKC Agility I 7-14-2001 Title, UKC
Agility II 1-19-2002 Title, UKC Agility III
8-23-2003 Title, AUCHX 8-23-2003 Title;
Rally AKC Novice B 2-24-2006 Title, AKC
Advanced B 5-6-2006 Title, AKC Excellent
B 6-16-2006 Title 26, RAE Rally, Title 27.
Certificates and awards: AKC Versatile
Companion Dog 2, Versatility Dog Master
from the SCWTC and International
Therapy Dog. Both Duffy and Dickens are
also being shown in conformation – their
pictures are on http://webpages.charter.
net/vanbeard.
Tracking questions can be sent to Judy at
Dapups2@sbcglobal.net and the AKC web
site - http://www.akc.org/events/tracking/
index.cfm has excellent information on
tracking and tracking events!

Woody’s Performance
Career Proves It...

We Can Teach Old Dogs
New Tricks!

CH MACH2 Winterwheat Irish Wild Wood VCD2 RN CGC
“Woody”
Trained, and loved by Sara Schlough (pictured); bred by Bette Eckstrom

by Sara Schlough
At nine years young Woody (Winterwheat Irish Wild Wood) started out 2007 in fantastic style. He earned his MACH2 in mid January in northern Wisconsin. The following
week I came down with a terrible head cold. The next weekend we were entered in a
one-day obedience trial with Woody needing but one more leg to earn his CDX obedience title. We were going cold or no cold! Even though I was on cold medications and
a bit foggy, Woody did his job and probably some of mine as well to earn his 3rd CDX
leg and a 3rd place at the Lakeland Obedience Trial in south central Wisconsin. I am a
good team leader but Woody does carry me once in awhile, thank goodness. The CDX
qualified Woody for his VCD2 versatility title.
The weekend of March 30, 31 and April 1 Woody competed at the 2007 AKC National
Agility Championships held at the Eden Park, Equestrian Complex in Sunbury, Ohio.
This was Woody’s third trip to the National Agility Championships and his best performance yet with a perfect score of 300 (3 runs with all scores of 100). He was the highest
scoring Wheaten Terrier, and finished 51st out of 232 dogs in his 16” height class.
benchmarks . volume 35 . number 2 . page 6

Geriatric Dog and Informative Family
Projects
Beth Verner for the Informative Family Project
and
Anna Marzolino for the Geriatric Dog Project

D

r. Meryl Littman
and colleagues at
the University of
Pennsylvania have
been updating the
DNA Bank inventory,
including samples from affected animals,
geriatric dogs, and dogs of the Informative
Families and Wheagle Colony. There are
currently 228 samples in the Bank. Most
samples are from affected animals, with
97 dogs already on the Open Registry
(OR), and another 26 dogs that should be.
Some diagnoses are pending and some
phenotypes are as yet unknown (the dogs

tests done.
The histopathology findings that we do
have warn us that it may be difficult to
interpret which dogs’ DNA samples will
be useful as completely “normal”. We also
learned that there does not appear to be
an age cut-off for genetic expression of
these changes.
These new findings have been discovered
because of our work for the Bank; in the
past, geriatric dogs were generally not tested by screening tests or necropsy since we
would have thought we were “out of the

ease. However, this caused entire litters to
be affected, without normal siblings. At
the same time we recognize that the aunts
and uncles in those Families may yield
affected as well as unaffected dogs, and
those dogs will be very important to follow. They are currently still too young to
evaluate their phenotypes.
In the third Informative Family, not all
the litter is affected, but the “normal” dogs
are still only 9 years old. No new cases of
PLE/PLN or RD have been identified in
the Families since the last report. Good
news is that cooperation is increasing
for sending in missing DNA
got! samples.

Great news is that genomic technology has
ten so sophisticated and that the Wheagle Colony
and Informative Family dogs are almost old enough for
geneticists at Penn and Missouri to study" thus offer!
ing the opportunity to really learn valuable information!
are still too young). The dates of birth
for samples in the Bank are from 4-17-83
to 10-31-04; the median date of birth is
3-22-1993. Based on DNA in the Penn
Bank, following are Dr. Littman’s observations related to the Geriatric Dog and
Informative Family Projects.
The most interesting/surprising yet confusing/vexing finding is that the geriatric
dogs’ phenotypes are not all normal.
Many (n=24) of the geriatric samples
show changes consistent with the changes
we see in the PLE and/or PLN dogs.
Some geriatric dogs have rare fetal glomeruli (mild RD). Other geriatric samples
(n=33) were tagged as “normal” but not all
owners of those dogs submitted samples
for histopathology or had recent screening

woods”. We have not as yet put geriatric
dogs on the OR that had these abnormal
changes on histopathologic examination.
Since the Phenome Project is looking for
samples from affected and unaffected
siblings, we checked the Bank’s inventory
for such pairs. It will be hard to know at
what age to consider a sibling unaffected
or “normal” (10-12 yrs old may be too
young).
Two of the Informative Families included
litters whose members were all affected.
We learned that RD was a complication in
one PLE/PLN Family. We purposely chose
Families that were hit hard by PLE/PLN,
so that there would be no question of the
inheritance and classic nature of their disbenchmarks . volume 35 . number 2 . page 7

Other than possibly from the
Informative Families and the
Wheagle Colony, there are
no other affected and unaffected sibling pairs currently
in the Bank. But if/when
the Phenome Project finds genetic markers from suitable pairs, the large number
of affected and unaffected samples in
the DNA Bank can be checked for those
markers, thereby helping to validate the
findings. We can share samples if we have
one of a sibling pair here. Great news
is that genomic technology has gotten
so sophisticated and that the Wheagle
Colony and Informative Family dogs are
almost old enough for geneticists at Penn
and Missouri to study, thus offering the
opportunity to really glean valuable information!!

Grand Dams

a top Shetland Sheepdog breeder,
Tom Coen, rewiews the key role
played by dogdom’s leading lady,
the foundation bitch

!
†

reprinted from the AKC Breeder, the American Kennel Club’s Newsletter for Breeders, 2007

M

y advice to others over
the years has always
been to look to the
dams of the stud dogs.
Tail-male charts are interesting, but they
leave out a very important element of
the story: the bitch.
It is the bitch who provides the complement to the sire and determines the
distinction among his offspring, both in
quality and producing ability.

that keeps her in good flesh with no coaxing is of great importance. A bitch who
won’t eat, especially when she has a new
litter of puppies depending on her, is not
well suited to motherhood and can make
your life miserable. Avoid bitches from
families who require medication and supplementation to maintain their condition
and fertility. The goal is to produce goodsized, healthy litters to provide selection
within a creative breeding program and to
keep the process as natural as possible.

puppies and in the area of temperament
accounts for more than her genetic 50
percent. There is no excuse or place in
the breeding program for a shy, flighty, or
nervous bitch.
When selecting for physical quality in
a bitch, it is important to keep in mind
which qualities are most difficult to
achieve and maintain. The purchase of a
foundation bitch requires extensive study,
followed by careful thought and selection.
This, by the way, is not the time to become
frugal. Go for the very best bitch you can
find as she can save you years of disappointment, frustration, and time.

We are living in a time when veterinary
Breeding dogs is a creative process that
medicine has become quite sophisticated
combines the eye of the artist with the
in the area of reproduction. Thyroid medlaws of nature. Add to that a large meaication and hormone therapy make it possure of common sense. Breeding dogs
Head qualities are of great importance in
sible for bitches that would not ordinarily
is a process of building generation after
the brood bitch. All will
generation, of constantly gainhave some deficiencies, but
ing in one area and losing in
another. The breeder is like a “Breeding dogs is a creative process that combines the degree of fault is what
juggler trying to keep the pins
the eye of the artist with the laws of nature. Add must be considered. It is
extremely difficult to corfor correct type, stable temto that a large measure of common sense.”
rect severe lack of skull,
perament, and good health in
snipey muzzle, depth of
the air at the same time.
head, lippiness and certain
bite problems. While on the subject of
come in season to do so and produce
The bitch is the building block utibites, be wary of a narrow underjaw, misslitters. There are tests to monitor silent
lized in the process of creative breeding premolars, and inverted molars. The
or irregular seasons so that ovulation can
ing. When selecting a foundation
virtue of flat frontal bone, clean sides to
be
pinpointed
and
problem
bitches
can
bitch or planning a breeding, there is
conceive and produce offspring. Although the skull, tight lip line, and roundness
one principal that I have witnessed as
of muzzle will definitely increase your
it is impressive that we can overcome
law: What ye sow, ye shall reap. If you
chances of producing exceptional quality.
Mother Nature and produce litters out of
don’t want something to show up, don’t
The greater the degree of virtue your bitch
such
bitches,
I
question
the
benefit
in
the
start with it or add it to the gene pool.
possesses, the better your chances of prolong run.
Recessive problems will slip by due to
ducing a great one.
lack of information, but to knowingly
In a Perfect World Ideally, the bitch
add a serious problem to your program
Selection, Study, Judgment It is almost
should be as free as possible from heredishows no common sense. You may try
impossible to radically change body type
tary defects. To be genetically free of
to close your eyes to something, but
and structure in only a few generations.
hereditary defects is not a possibility, but
Mother Nature will provide a wake-up
it is in this area that common sense must
call somewhere up the road.
be employed. Don’t breed bad eye checks, Therefore, it is necessary to select and
entropion, testicle problems, bad hips or
maintain bitches that approach your menHealthy Litters Naturally When evalother such problems unless you are willing tal picture of the ideal as described by the
uating a bitch for breeding, there are
to deal with more of the same. I repeat:
breed standard.
key areas to consider: health, temperaWhat ye sow, ye shall reap.
ment, physical quality (phenotype), and
pedigree (genotype).
Correct body type is a matter of the proThe ideal bitch possesses a stable, sensible
portion and angles of the skeletal structemperament with intelligence and trainture. Abundant coat is a real plus in a
The ideal bitch should be an easy keepability. The bitch is the role model for the
breeding program and can enhance a good
er and a good doer. A hearty appetite
benchmarks . volume 35 . number 2 . page 8

continued on page 9

continued from page 8

outline, but it is still only the icing on the
cake. It is what’s under the coat that is
important, i.e., arch of neck, a strong back,
well-laid-back shoulders, long stifle, good
definition of the hock joint, and sloping
croup.
These are the qualities that your ideal
bitch would possess—and these are the
qualities that create the picture of correct
type, standing and in motion. It is these
same qualities that make certain individuals stand out in the huge classes. Since
soundness and elegance are priorities in
our program, we continually select for the
curvaceous and sweeping bodylines with
deep angulation and more neck. Just as
the head naturally reverts to commonness
so does the body and outline.

"""""""""""""""""""""
SCWT Breed Wins...Top Twenty ‘06
Compiled by Leo Springer

"""""""""""""""""""""
Rank

Sex

Ch

SCWT Name

1

M

Ch

Caraway Celebrate Life

103

1208

2

M

Ch

Desert Rose Bonney Mans Dream

84

792

3

M

Ch

Lovesong's Dance To The Beat

83

381

4

M

Ch

Lontree 24 Karat of Morningstar

57

377

5

M

Ch

Reyem No Squatin On My Spurs

26

316

Unless you have had firsthand experience
with dogs in a pedigree, the document is
of little more value than a list of names.
With study, a pedigree becomes a valuable
tool for creating and predicting quality.
Nowhere on the pedigree does it tell which
dogs were strong producers or which were
producers of problems that still haunt us.

6

M

Ch

Keepsake's The Chaz Singer

61

303

7

F

Ch

Stratford Spice Girl

51

296

8

M

Ch

Stratford Top Priority

18

225

9

M

Ch

Vintage Green Beret Ballad

47

214

10

F

Ch

Doubloon's Finger Painting

21

190

11

M

Ch

Dhowden American Dream

46

182

The title “champion” means very little
when evaluating producing ability. It is
our responsibility to study and research
individuals and family lines and to choose
the ones whose “look” appeals to you and
whose shortcomings you can abide. The
qualities that a bitch possesses should
reflect the qualities of her ancestors. She
should be the physical demonstration of
the strength of her pedigree. Bitches who
are the exception for a family rather than
the rule cannot be counted on for predictability.

12

F

Ch

Bryr Rose Petal Pusher

32

179

13

F

Ch

Banner Leap Of Faith

14

116

14

F

Ch

Lontree Everlasting Lace

20

98

15

M

Ch

Prescott Charlie Bird Parker

11

85

16

F

Ch

Doubloon Azlough Watercolor

14

82

17

M

Ch

Acacia Newzew Chandon

18

77

18

F

Ch

Kennally Ballymena True Bliss

5

66

19

F

Ch

Westridge Back To Limerick

6

65

20

M

Eureka Elevator Man

4

65

It is impossible to place a value on a bitch
of extreme virtue and strength of a pedigree without taking into account breeder
judgment. When utilized in a creative
manner by an astute breeder, however, it
would be fair to say her value is nothing
less than the future of the breed.
Tom Coen and his wife, Nioma, from
Alford, Massachusetts, have been breeding
Shetland Sheepdogs for decades under the
Macdega banner. They were the 2004 AKC
Breeder of the Year Herding Group recipients!

!
†

BOB Wins SCWT Defeated

"""""""""""""""""""""

“You can say any foolish thing to a
dog, and the dog will give you a look
that says,
‘My God, you’re right! I never
would’ve thought of that!’”
...Dave Barry
benchmarks . volume 35 . number 2 . page 9

EVALUATING
COAT
IN THE
WHEATEN
TERRIER
by Kicki Norrby

I

and dogs with this coat don’t mat or tangle fine and very soft and silky. They are often
very much. It has a natural oil in it as well quite white until the adult coat has grown
and doesn’t get wet through
in. This
when out in the rain and dries
coat mats
quickly when coming back in,
and tanwet only on the surface. This
gles easily
was the
with small
c o a t
k n o t s
I’ll start with the
type the
f o r m coat I feel to be
Irish
ing near
correct: “the red
farmers
the skin,
harsh coat”. As
loved
especially
newborns, once
because
w h e n
dry, they are red
it was
changwith either black
Vanilla Vamp at 10 months
easy to
ing from
stripes and mask
handle after a day puppy to adult coat. This can take over
or no black
out in the mud. I a year. The matured coat is beautiful but
stripes or mask
think this coat is hasn’t the natural oil and gets soaked when
(self masked).
dominantly inher- caught in the rain. I think this is the coat you
The coat is not
ited since you get a are talking about when you say the “Irish”
soft and shiny
lot of different coats coats are sparse. I believe this coat is recesand it’s often
Vanilla Vamp at 8 weeks
breeding
them sive behind the one mentioned above since
very dense. You
can hardly see the skin when moving the together. Only once have we got a full litter if you breed this coat together you never
coat backwards. When they are 3-4 weeks with this coat. This coat grows fuller every get a red harsh puppy. We normally have
one
or
the coats look like that of a Border or Irish year and is a really beautiful show
two pups
Terrier depending on if they have black coat. Well-known dogs with this
with this
tips or not. Up to about a year of age the coat are Geijes Kilmore, Maroc
coat
in
coat grows slowly and they often look like Inishkea and Villa Rosas Queveour litters.
a lighter colored Irish Terrier, still very red, Jumper. The next coat is much
The two
not copper as most Irish Terriers are today. finer and sparser. I haven’t found
aboveThe coat is not sparse. It’s very thick and a good name for this type of coat.
m e n short and the soft coat slowly grows in. Newborn dry pups with this coat
tioned
When they are 12-18 months it starts grow- are often quite dark even black
coats are
ing rapidly and when they are 2 years the with a light wheaten color nearest
always
coat is matured and lovely. The hair is soft the skin. It is not dense and you
called
but quite thick compared to the next type. can easily see the skin through it
“Irish”.
It is never white during the development when parting the coat. It grows
Vanilla Vamp at 3 years of age
stage and gets a wonderful color as an adult. very slowly and is sparse until the
This coat is very easy to brush and comb dog is over 2 years of age. The hair is very With the “chinchilla” coat, pups are also
have been breeding for the silky
“Irish” coats for 18 years and, having had the experience of seeing
some 40 litters grow up, I would
like to share my thoughts, discussing the most common.
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continud on page 11

continued from page 10

often red with more or less black tips and
black mask. The coat on the dry newborn
pup is soft, silky and shining. It grows

Fagwen at 3 weeks

very fast and is soft and silky all the time.
There is no wool in it. With this coat the
hair is finer than the first but not as fine as
the second. It is not as dense as the first
either, but not as sparse as the second. This
coat usually matures very fast with the dog
ready to be shown at 18 months. It tangles
a little bit more than the first but is still

quite manageable. This coat seems to have
a little natural oil as well and doesn’t get
so soaked as the second type when out in
the rain. This can be a variant of the “red
harsh coat” since when we bred Tic-Tac to
Maroc Na Siona, who was red and harsh as
pup, we got “red harsh coats” on all pups.
Examples of dogs we have bred with this
coat are Villa Rosas Paddy and Villa Rosas
Tic-Tac. Honeyrags Island Duke to Villa
Rosa (Snorre) also produced this coat. We
use to have one or two in a litter. This coat
can be hard to recognize on pups if you
haven’t had a pup with this before since
they don’t always look typically “Irish” but
not “American” either.
The heavy coat.

As many of you have

written, there are heavy and woolly coats
in the “Irish” lines. Where did it come
from anyhow? I don’t believe that people
have mixed in other breeds as
some rumors suggest. I used
to call the coats that are very
much like the chinchilla coat
only with more or less wool in
it, heavy. It usually takes a long
time for the wool to go away;
mostly the dog is over 3 years
of age or even more. The
coat then becomes silky
and shiny and has more
or less of the natural oil in
it. This coat is very common on dogs in Sweden
and when the wool has grown out it is
beautiful. As long as the wool is there
it is not correct since the FCI standard says single coat and will penalize
wool, but when the wooliness is gone
it’s correct. A lot of “mixed “ pups get
this coat. When the dogs are young
it’s called “American”. As an adult it
depends on how much
wool there still is. We
have had pups with this
coat that have cleared
out the wool before
they were one year, but
mostly it takes longer.
The woolly coat. This
coat is thick and woolly and
never gets the shine or silk.
It is dry and dull and soaks
easily. I think I don’t need
to describe this more since
we all know this coat. As
puppies they look wonderful, like small bears. This
coat is described in the FCI standard as a
disqualifying fault. Sometimes we get one
or two woolly pups in our litters, but it is
quite seldom. It seems that curly (kinky)
silky coated dogs give woolly offspring
more often than those with wavy silky
coats. This is for sure called “American”
here in Sweden, but I think this is unfair
since I’ve seen so many beautiful coats in
American dogs.
As you have probably understood, I like the
red harsh coat best and have almost always
kept the best pup in the litter with this coat
for future breeding. The same when selling to other breeders; I advise them to pick
the best red puppy they like. Of course the
body and conformation should be good as
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well, but I find it easier to breed for good
conformation than for good coats. It takes
many years and litters to get a litter where
most of the pups have the correct silky
coat since the inheritance seems so hard to
understand. There are so many genes and
if not line breeding you can get ten different varieties of coats in one litter. In our
Q-litter for example we had nine pups with
nine different coats, one red harsh, one
woolly and all types of coat in between.

Fagwen at 1 year of age with Kickie

To call the silky coats “Irish” is OK for
me since the breed is from Ireland and in
the FCI countries you have it in the breed
name as well. But to call the thick, dull
and woolly coats “American” I would, as an
American, take it as an insult.
It is very hard to tell from pictures the
differences between the coats. It is much
easier when you can put your hands in
the coat, but even then it can be very hard
sometimes to tell how the adult coat will be.
I’ve had some surprises during the years
so I’m not as self-assured as I was before;
e.g., a perfect red/harsh puppy coat turned
into a kinky (curly) almost white coat as an
adult. This pup didn’t show any sign at all
of getting a kinky coat. A woolly pup I sold
as a pet changed her coat before she was a
year old into a rich just gorgeous silky coat.
But these examples are more exceptions
than rules. On our website (www.villarosa.
se) are some photos, showing the different
types of coats at different stages, (under
THE BREED, and COATS!

Sex

M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch

Ch

Caraway Celebrate Life
Lovesong’s Dance To The Beat
Desert Rose Bonney Mans Dream
Stratford Spice Girl
Lontree 24 Karat of Morningstar
Reyem No Squatin On My Spurs
Keepsake’s The Chaz Singer
Kennally Ballymena True Bliss
Doubloon Azlough Watercolor
Dhowden American Dream
Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale
Banner Leap Of Faith
Islander’s Girl Talk
Doubloon’s Finger Painting
Michaleen’s Star O’Kerry Morn’
Vintage Green Beret Ballad
Aslan’s Lindy Star
Prescott Charlie Bird Parker
Bryr Rose Petal Pusher
Coventry’s Say It With A Kiss

SCWT Name
13

BIS

2

32
5

GRP1
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1

1

1

1

30
12
2
1
6
3
1

GRP 2

1
1

1
1

16
9
5
8
1
1
3
1
3
1

GRP
3

1

1

2

6
10
6
4
4
4
3
1
2
3
1
1
1

GRP 4
84
36
13
13
13
8
7
2
6
4
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1

Total
GRP
103
83
84
51
57
26
61
5
14
46
3
14
4
21
6
47
2
11
32
3

BOBs
Won

15470
1963
1466
882
607
432
389
383
336
308
178
136
130
123
118
99
90
85
74
72

Terriers
Defeated

SCWT Group and Best in Show Statistics for 2006
Compiled by Leo Springer
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Champion Name
Acacia Newzew Chandon
Acacia’s Christalino Per Kenna

Acacia’s Shining Star

Acacia’s St Pat

Almar’s Thru The Lookinglass

And Over Carey Hurrah

Aran Built A Betr Mouse Trap

Aran Legally Blonde

Banner Bada Bing

Banner Waggintail Wiseguy

Bendacht Bonney Bedazzled

Bodhran Bugatti Almar Honeylee

Bonney Castle In The Sky

Bonney King Of Hearts

Bonney Lucey In The Sky

Bonney Sky Rocket At Night

Bradberry’s Alexandria Grace Kelly

Bryr Rose Les Nympheas

Candance New Spin On It

Canopy Road’s Golden Girl

Caraway Dancin’ Dali O’Darby

Caraway Going For Baroque

Chermar’s Riley Ben David

Cheshire Bailey Na’Eireann

Connemara Life O’Riley

Connemara Nutmeg Suite

Connemara Set The Record

Coventry’s Just In Time

Coventry’s Once Upon A Time

Coventry’s Say It With A Kiss

Derryhumma Pashin For Fashin

Diamonds By The Bunch

Ch
Ch
Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

D

B

D

B

D

D

B

D

B

D

B

B

B

B

B

B

D

B

D

D

D

B

D

D

B

B

B

B

D

B

Sex
D
B

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy

Keepsakes’s Terminal Velocity

Hamkel Celtic Traveller

Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale

Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale

Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy

McEremon’s The Suit Fits

McEremon’s The Suit Fits

Villa Rosas Felyan

Bryr Rose Degas

Bryr Rose Degas

Bryr Rose Degas

Mil Mear’s Best Kept Secret

Gleanngay Spin City

Bryr Rose Degas

Harbour Hill Rerun Van Pelt

Gleanngay Daring Display

Gleanngay Daring Display

Starlight Treasure Chest

Gleanngay Daring Display

Bodhran’s Finbar Of Earlecroft

Bonney Nip & Tucket

Paisley Forever Man

Paisley Forever Man

Greentree Hoist The Flag

Lissadell Cajun Comet CD

Andoverheatherstone Ru Sirius

Honeylee’s Bye My Fair Whind

Geragold Orla Finlandia

Choroschie Drusja’s Nijinsky

Sire Name
Soldiersong Fianna Boy
Soldiersong Fianna Boy

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch
Ch
Ch

Diamonds Special Delivery

Kerryhumma Firebrand

Coventry’s Triple Play

Amaden’s Spreading The News

Amaden’s Spreading The News

Holweit’s Katie Kando It

Connemara Golden Princess

Connemara Golden Princess

Kahler In Your Dreams

Chermar’s Let Us Please You

Caraway Golden Moonshadow

Caraway Golden Moonshadow

Canopy Road Calebran Jasmine

Candance New Daze Come

Bryr Rose Giselle

Bradberry’s Calla Lily

Bonney Dulce Vita

Bonney Dulce Vita

Bonney Dulce Vita

Bonney Dulce Vita

Waterwalk Bodhran Pyper

Bendacht Midnight Moondance

Banner Speak Of The Devil

Banner Speak Of The Devil

Aran Mission Accomplish’d

Aran All About Me

Andover Tonsa

Marland’s Miss Fancy Pants

Acacia’s Aisling

Acacia’s Abaigeal

Dam Name
Acacia’s One Hot Mama
Acacia’s One Hot Mama

SCWT CHAMPIONS OF RECORD FOR 2006 (compiled by Leo Springer)

August

March

February

March

March

June

June

September

November

January

June

July

October

January

November

January

October

October

August

August

July

November

November

August

December

June

July

June

September

November

Month
January
September
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Diamonds Magic Moments

Diamonds Redford Of Mayo

Doubloon’s Finger Painting

Doubloon’s Play Maker

Duidream Quicktime

Dundalk No Shoes No Shirt No Problems

Dundalk Redhill Garden Of Good And Evil

Dundalk Where For Art Thou

Earlecroft Bagger Vance

Edgewood Dream Catcher

Eringlo Boomerang

Eureka Pin-Up Girl

Frolic Prescott Of Waterford

Frolic Voodoo Magic Man

Galen’s Great White Way

Gallagher’s Big Shot

Gemstones Diamond Chase

Geragold Maximum Joy

Geragold Windancer Sunny Two

Gleanngay Boot Scoot’N Cowboy

Gleanngay Keeper Of The Keys

Glenamon Gleangay Asta Bella

Glenamon Gleangay He’s Key 2me

Greentree Clover Ginger Rose

Greentree Fairy Tale Only Time Will Tell

Greentree Skellig’s Samba Par Ti

Harbour Hill Mike Delfino

Harmony Sweet Addition

Harmony Sweet Blessing

Havahart’s Midnight Kiss

Heirloom Back On Track

Heirloom Show And Tale

Heirloom T & T’s Tige In A Shoe

Heirloom Wish Upon A Star NA NAJ NAP NJP

Hion The Apprentice

Holweit’s Keeper Of The Light

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

B

D

B

D

D

D

B

B

B

D

D

D

B

D

B

D

D

B

B

B

B

D

D

B

B

B

D

D

D

B

D

D

D

B

D

B

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Lakkas Ulmus

Hion The Graduate

Geragold Orla Finlandia

Geragold Orla Finlandia

Geragold Kilronan

Wheatstone Backtrack

Dundalk The Stroke Of Midnight

Bryr Rose Degas

Bryr Rose Degas

Bonney Nip & Tucket

Wheaten Rebel’s Carlos Santana

Honeylee’s Bye The Bye

Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale

Dogside’s Key To Kilmore

Marquee’s Tricks Of The Trade

Dogside’s Key To Kilmore

Gleanngay Daring Display

Honeylee’s Bye My Fair Whind

Honeylee’s Bye My Fair Whind

Marquee’s Tricks Of The Trade

Lissadell Big

Lissadell Dotcom

Jamboree Amigo

Dhowden Cedarchip O’Cardiff

Bonney Walkin Happy

Meirleac’s Jigger Of Gin

Honeylee’s Bye My Fair Whind

Geragold Orla Finlandia

Villa Rosas Gwerbret O’Redhill

Villa Rosas Paddy

Villa Rosas Felyan

Katdancer’s Irish Rebel

Lonestar’s Order Of The Phoenix

Bryr Rose Degas

Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy

Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Holweit’s Keeper Of The Flame

Hion Touched By An Angel

Wheatstone Fairy Tale

Wheatstone Fairy Tale

Wheatstone Fairy Tale

Heirloom’s Happily Ever After

Havahart Kiss O’Clanheath

Harmony Sweet Temptation

Harmony Sweet Temptation

Harbour Hill Peppermint Patty

Greentree Bayberry Aviance

Greentree Fairy Tale Princess

Greentree Wild Irish Rose

Gleanngay Quintessa

Gleanngay Quintessa

Gleanngay Quintessa

Amaden Gleanngay Dr Quinn

Geragold Daughter Of Aran

Geragold Daughter Of Aran

Gallagher’s Diamond Girl

Gallagher’s River Of Dreams

Galen’s Catherine The Gr’eight

Frolic Pocket Full Of Dreams

Frolic Pocket Full Of Stars

Eureka Keepsake All That Jaz

Saddlebrook Eringlo I’m Fancy

Andover Kachina Doll

Earlecroft’s Sinead Of Bodhran

Dundalk Star Of Dugan

Dundalk First Light Over Redhill

Dundalk First Light Over Redhill

Neverlasting’s Kitty Keep Me Up

Doubloon’s Playing The Field

Doubloon’s Choc O Latte Twist

Diamonds Special Delivery

Diamonds Special Delivery

January

March

December

June

December

March

February

August

October

October

March

Apr

March

June

Apr

August

March

May

December

August

May

January

September

October

November

November

September

October

January

January

Apr

August

August

January

Apr

February
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Honeylee’s Great Expectations

Islander’s Girl Talk

Ivywood Bounce Back

Jendu Fleur De Lis

Jubilee Mistress Merry Abiga

Kaler Drivin Me Bugs

Kaylynns’ Don’T Fence Me In

Kaylynns Heartland Vintage

Keepsake Inverlochy Lochlinear

Kennally Ballymena True Bliss

Killian Goldrush Of Longridge

Kincora Worry Du Jour

Kinsale’s Debonaire

Kinsale’s Good Miss Grace-Ous

Kuhullen O’Riley Eye Am Women

Lakeshore’s Murph The Surf

Larkhill’s Moon Over Almar

Lechaun’s Rockin’ Holiday

Lil’Town Braveheart Irish Mist

Lonestar Song Of The Prairie

Lonestar’s Amazed By You

Lontree Amazing Lace

Lontree Liberty Ann Justice

Lovesong’s Dance To The Beat

Lovesong’s New Day Dawning

Ltd Edition Blake O’Grntree

Magnolia Bonney O’Riley

Mansura Soldiersong Metalman

Marland’s In Style

Marlands Love Me Love Me Not

Marquee’s A Fool And His Money

Marquee’s Foolish Talk

Marymore Banner Gabriel’s Choice

Meirleac’s Leaping Lizards

O’Conals Dream Dancer

O’Lorcan Golden Gaelic Darcy

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

B

B

D

B

B

D

B

D

D

D

B

B

D

B

B

B

B

B

B

D

D

B

B

D

D

D

B

B

B

D

D

B

D

B

B

B

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale

Starlight Treasure Chest

Meirleac’s Custard’s Last Stand

Hullabaloo Alchymist

Trebol Top Billing NA NAJ

Trebol Top Billing

Lakkas Ustilago

Lakkas Ustilago

Andoverheatherstone Ru Sirius

Bonney Walkin Happy

Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale

Choroschie Drusja’s Nijinsky

Lovesong Little Drummer Boy

Wheaten Rebel’s Wolfe Tone

Wheaten Rebel’s Wolfe Tone

Villa Rosas Dun Dryk Star O’Kaler

Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy

Villa Rosas Dun Dryk Star O’Kaler

Ellora Bastion

Soldiersong Fianna Boy

Lakeshore’s Purple Haze

Kuhullen O’Riley Sir Duffy

Bryr Rose Degas

Bayberry Greentree Sea Hero

Bonney Walkin Happy

Mil Mear’s Hold The Dream

Ballinvounig True Chance

Islander’s Amaden Boy Toy

Mil Mear’s Hold The Dream

Trebol Top Billing

Keepsake William The Conquerer

Lovesong’s Dreamboat

Honeylee’s Bye My Fair Whind

Mil Mear’s Best Kept Secret

Islander’s Kiss The Girls

Never Lasting’s Forever More

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Fancy Free Sassy In Silk

O’Conals Midnight Megan

Mierleac’s Sunny Side Up

Marymore First Tripleaxle

Marquee’s Trick Or Treat

Marquee’s Trick Or Treat

Paisley Pretty Please

Paisley Pretty Please

Mansura Storm Watch

Westborn Lady Madonna

LD Edition Liffey O’Tara

Gleanngay Daydream

Lovesong’s Dance Track

Lontree Desert Ambiance

Lontree Desert Ambiance

Lonestar Crazy For You

Lonestar Prairie Moon

Lil’Town Stars And Stripes

Lechaun’s Ruby Tuesday

Kara Karina Von Der Flarau

Lakeshore’s Brooklyn Bridge

Kuhullen O’Riley Eye Reign

Kinsale’s Full Of Grace

Kinsale’s Destined To Grace

Kincora Two Timer

Reyem Kaylynns Maggie Maggee

Kennally Celtic Rising Star

Windisle Lafite

Kaylynn’s Intoxicating Spirit

Reyem’s Abrie Cadabrie

Kaler Tie Me Down

Deryni Merry Mistress

Gleanngay Mille Fleur

Ivywood Goodness Gracious

Amadeus Hot Gossip

Wheaten Rebel’s Wait’n’see

May

June

November

September

November

May

February

September

September

Apr

May

July

March

January

February

Apr

August

December

November

November

January

October

October

January

October

March

March

June

March

Apr

June

January

October

July

June

March
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Paisley Caught You Looking

Pitterpat’s Holly Jolly

Raelyn For Art Sake

Rolfelan Oonagh

Saltnsea California Dreamin’

Sandycove Yours Truly

Shandalee Star Saffire

Shar-D’s Eire Regan O’Ruru

Shar-D’s Erie Gentl’Mn At Hart

Starlight Crusin’ Topanga

Stella By Starlight

Stratford First Class Companion

Stratford Material Girl

Stratford Room Service Please

Stratford The World Revolves Around Me

Templars Grand Master

Tiffen’s Errol In Like Flynn

Tiffen’s He’s A Pip

Tiffen’s Molly’s Dolly Bygolly

Tiffens Teddy Bear Extraordinaire

Tiffen’s Willow Creena

Tommy Bahama

Traboh’s Celtic Warrior

Trebol Labour Leader

Trigo’s Fur-Ever Caitlin

Vanbeard’s Gabriella Goodman

Waterwalk Bewitched

Westborn Lady Madonna

Westridge Back To Limerick

Westridge Back To Waterford

Westridge High Adventure RN

Wheatstone Fairy Tale

Whindancer’s Fresh Air

Winterwheat Just Do It
Wyndmere’s Ain’T Misbehavin
Wyndmere’s Mollie Of Wilobet

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch
Ch
Ch

D
B
B

B

B

D

D

B

B

B

B

B

D

D

D

B

D

B

D

D

D

B

B

B

D

B

D

D

B

B

D

B

B

D

B

B

Ch
Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Villa Rosas Abernaudd O’Holweit
Tralee Bay’s First Knight
Paisley Forever Man

Geragold Riders To The Sea

Wheaten Rebel’s Walk On Top

Heartstring’s Toast To Tara

Waterford Just For Westridge

Waterford Just For Westridge

Heartstring’s Toast To Tara

Soldiersong Fianna Boy

Lakkas Ulex

Aranbriar Adonis

Geragold Orla Finlandia

Wheatnbrook’s Darby O’Flynn

Hullabaloo Ashford To A T VCD2 RE MX AXP MXJ AJP

Tiffen’s Razz Ma Tazz

Winterwheat Chance Of A Life

Winterwheat Chance Of A Life

Tiffen’s Dockers Nice Pants

Tiffen’s Dockers Nice Pants

Geragold Orla Finlandia

Bonney Walkin Happy

Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy

Bonney Walkin Happy

Bryr Rose Degas

Andoverheatherstone Ru Sirius

Waterford Just For Westridge

Shar-D’s Stunt Man

Shar-D’s Check My Label

Bryr Rose Degas

Raelyn Forever Yours

Bonney Midnght Spice Dreams

Wheaten Rebel’s Odessa File

Dundalk The Painter’s Son

Bryr Rose Degas

Hullabaloo Ashford To A T VCD2 RE MX AXP MXJ AJP

Ch
Ch
Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Ch

Winterwheat’s Whipped Crème
Lontree Everlasting Lace
Lontree Everlasting Lace

Honeylee’s Bye Gone Years

Wheatstone True Colors

Westridge Champagne Punch

Westridge Midsummer Magic

Westridge Midsummer Magic

Harbour Hill Cinnamon Torte

Kimi Von Der Flurau

Vanbeard’s Miss Love

Trigo Finale

Trebol Take It From The Top

Traboh’s Celtic Chaos

Marymore I Believe In Santa

Tiffen’s Kyndallynn Keepsake

Tiffen’s Kyddallynn Legacy

Tiffen’s Kaffi Molly O’Shea

Tiffen’s Precious Gamet

Tiffen’s Precious Gamet

Templars Epiphany Of Vanbeard

Stratford Worth The Exspense

Caillan Stratford Siouxspence

Stratford Worth The Exspense

Stratford First Class Fare

Andover Magic Maid

Starlight Rebel Angel

Shar-D’s It Wasn’t Me

Shar-D’s Fair Lady

Shandalee Fire Dancer

Winterwheat Look’n For Action

AndoverSaltnsea Down Under

Geragold Doire Coilte

Raelyn Singular Sensation

Pitterpat’s Old Glory

Paisley Promises
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Stud Management
A Call To All
Shari Boyd-Carusi

T

his article comes hot on the heels
of a conversation I had with a fellow breeder. The breeder mentioned that a young dog, whose
pedigree is based on European bloodstock,
had sired approximately twenty litters thus
far. This was shocking and horrifying to
hear. Shocking for two reasons: 1) Dockers
and 2) Nicholas. Why single out these two
sires? That’s easy. Consider how many
times these dogs were used and consider
the time frame in which the breedings
took place. For the most part, these dogs
were heavily used at the height of their
show careers and in the prime of their stud
careers (2-6 years of age). That, to me
resembles the “breed to the winner” fad.
Now I ask you to consider how many
bitches either of these dogs was right for.
How many bitch owners knew what they
were breeding to? (I am not talking about
the health disaster that would ensue.)
Today or any day, with our health situation,
NO dog is the right dog for forty bitches.
NO dog is the right dog for twenty bitches.
What is the correct mathematical equation
for how many bitches should be allowed
through to any given stud dog? There is no
right number. The point is that BAD history keeps repeating itself in our breed.
It is our duty, whether breeding polluted American stock (I am not saying
you are all polluted!) or jumping on the
nearest bandwagon to breed to the latest
import, TO HAVE A FUNDAMENTAL
KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT THAT
BREEDING WILL BRING TO THE
TABLE. That includes the good with the
bad, the phenotype and the genotype.
Unless the person doing the importing
has visited and studied the foreign kennels from which they are importing and
can impart knowledge, why anyone would
breed to a “mystery” dog for the sake of a
new set of relatives is beyond reason.

Gone are the days of the big breeding
kennels in this country, giving way to
today’s hobby breeder, where the majority
of pups go to innocent pet homes, while
their super-star siblings are raised to be
tomorrow’s producers. It is also our duty
to study and understand temperaments.
These dogs need to be SAFE, PERIOD!
To think you can know a dog because you
watch it win is to KNOW NOTHING.
As the bitch owner, it is your duty to
understand the choice you are making in
selecting a stud dog. As a stud dog owner,
it is your duty to know if your dog is right
for that bitch. It is about INTEGRITY!
It is our duty to study pedigrees, study
siblings, study offspring. Find yourself
a breeder-mentor with breeding knowledge. (Good luck! I encourage you to
look to outside the breed as well). Go
through their breeding stock with them,
study their veterans and watch the young
ones develop. Watch and learn.
Read the breeder-judges critiques and
then the judges’ critiques about our specialties, and then apply them to your own
dogs.
Breeding blindly gets us no farther ahead.
Not breeding at all can be a sounder alterative than not knowing, for which there
is no excuse. Practice patience. Do your
homework!
CORRECTION
Please note a correction in the list of
donations for the health fund in the
March issue of Benchmarks. Beverly
Streicher made a donation to the
SCWTCA Health Fund in memory
of Ch Hilltop’s Diamond in the Ruff.
The call name was listed incorrectly.
It should have read “Becky”.
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G

ene Mutation in
English Springers

There is a worthwhile article on the ESS
website describing the discovery of DNA
mutation for PRA in English Springer.
Work was done by Dr. Cathryn Mellersh
of the Animal Health Trust in GB and Dr.
Gary Johnson of the University of Missouri.
http://www.englishspringer.org/Julia/
pages/pageone.htm.
Of particular interest is the following:
“Recommendations to English Springer
Spaniel Breeders:
Although we believe that English Springer
Spaniel breeders should make efforts to
reduce PRA in future generations of their
line, we also believe that if the mutation is
so common in the Breed, overly aggressive
elimination of dogs testing affected or
carrier from breeding consideration could
have an overall detrimental effect on the
Breed and could devastate successful
breeding programmes.
A realistic approach when considering
which English Springer Spaniels to select
for breeding would be to consider dogs
with the mutation to have a fault just as
lack of working ability, poor top line, or
imperfect gait would be considered faults.
Dogs that test “affected” with two mutant
copies of the PRA gene should be considered
to have a worse fault than “carriers” with
only one mutant copy. English Springer
Spaniel breeders could then continue to do
what conscientious breeders have always
done: make their selections for breeding
stock in light of all of the dogs’ good points
and all of the dogs’ faults. Using this
approach over several generations should
substantially reduce the prevalence of PRA
while continuing to maintain or improve
those qualities that have made English
Springer Spaniels so popular.
One problem with this approach is that
the clinical
consequences of testing
“affected” are, as yet, poorly defined. Thus,
it is hard for breeders of English Springer
Spaniels to determine how much priority
should be given to selecting away from the
mutation. To better understand the clinical
consequences, we will continue to assess
clinical eye examinations (BVA/ECVO &
AHT) and other relevant medical records
of the dogs that are tested.”!

Northern California Terrier Club, April 13, 2007
SCWTC of Northern California Specialty
The Specialty Report
Lance Cantor, Specialty Coordinator

Wheaten Sweepstakes Critique
Sally George, Judge

Once again the members of the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier
Club of Northern California created a Wheaten fantasy for
our 2007 Specialty. The theme “Strike Up The Band” lent
itself beautifully to the magic of trophy package artist Cathie
Helf, and the resulting trophies were spectacular and unique.
Congratulations to all the winners. May their beautiful trophies
remind them of a wonderful event.

Thank you all for having me evaluate your puppies at the Nor Cal
Specialty. It was my great pleasure to be able to pass on such a
large and quality group of youngsters. My inexperience at this has
quickly become apparent in the writing of this critique. I remember Mrs Clark with her hand held recorder speaking into it after
each class at specialties. As I scribbled my notes after each class I
thought I would have great information to share in this critique.
Alas before dinner arrived I studied those notes and found I
could not decipher a word of them, so we will have to do with
my feeble mind and memory for this task. Perhaps an investment
in a handheld recorder will be in order before I make my next
attempt at a critique.

Our judge for the event, Kenneth M McDermott, only writes
critiques for national specialties…sorry about that! But
Sweepstakes judge, Sally George, has kindly obliged.
Despite the superstition surrounding Friday, April 13th, the
day of the Specialty was a gorgeous, warm day---perfect
weather for a dog show! The hospitality brunch/lunch was
amazing---located in a park-like setting on show grounds. That
evening we all came together for our annual dinner, raffle,
and silent auction, which were enjoyed by all. The “Band In A
Drum” table decorations were a tremendous hit, both “musically” and during the raffle.
Regional Specialties are wonderful opportunities to renew old
friendships and make new ones. “Strike Up The Band” was no
exception. Thank you to all attendees, exhibitors, judges, as
well as Club members, without whom the weekend would not
have been possible.
We hope to see you next year for the SCWTCA Roving
National, “Black Tie and Tails”. !

Best In Sweeps, from the 9-12 Puppy Dog
class was Reyem’s Yukon Gold, Ch Lakkas
Ustilago X Ch Reyem’s My Little Margie, bred
and owned by Kay Barid and Gwen Meyers,
Trophy presenter is Jim Herzog.

My first dog class got things rolling with three very nice boys.
My winner of this class and ultimate Best in Sweeps winner was
nicely balanced and very correct in so many ways, I was pleased
to have him. The other two males in the class were very nice as
well and perhaps a more ideal size than my winner, but they each
fell short of my winner in soundness or coat quality, and I found
his size within useful and acceptable parameters.
The next dog class had some nice dogs, one in particular I
thought had a lot of good qualities, but unfortunately was not
using himself very well on the day.
My bitch classes were more difficult for me to decide. In many
cases I found that the type and outline in the stack did not hold
together when they began to move. Some times a training or
temperament caused the rift between the still picture and the
moving one, and in others the structure and soundness was
lacking. At any rate, some of the puppies I thought at first look
would be my cup of tea became much less pleasing on the go. I
am sorry my notes
have failed me here
because I would love
to be more specific,
but I don’t recall well
enough which one
did which.

Sweepstakes BOS, from the 6-9 puppy bitch
class was Jamboree Tres Amigas, bred by
Jocelyn Slatin and owned by the breeder,
Bonita Snyder and Barbara Fain. Sire is Bobbey Walkin Happy, dam, Eureka Keepsake All
That Jazz.

NCTA’s High Scoring Wheaten in the Obedience Trial was
Hullabaloo Spoonful of Sugar, placing 3rd in Novice Class B
with a score of 181.5/3. Bred by Elaine Nerrie and owned by
the breeder and Clyde Schauer.

In the end I selected
my best dog, solid in
body and type and
easily chose his Best
of Opposite on type,
she was a lovely bitch
of good Wheaten
quality.

Overall I was pleased
to find my entry
deep in such qualities
as excellent coat texture, color and quality. Many were very
well endowed with body, bone and substance, and I was especially delighted to find so many gorgeous dark eyes. Much harder
to come by were well laid-back shoulders and good sound front
ends, and I was disappointed to find several bad bites. As always
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SCWTC of Northern California Specialty, continued
dogs, but your puppies held their own very well, truly “happy,
steady dogs who showed themselves gaily with an air of selfconfidence”. Well done all of you! !

Kincora Tara Gold Digger was the judge’s choice for Winner’s Bitch,
Best of Winners and BOS. Bred by K Healy, C Skinner, R Buccigross
and J Berelowitz; owned by Barbara Zapf, Kacye Healy and Cecily
Skinner. Sire: Ch Starlight Treasure Chest, dam: Ch Kinkora Tara
Twice Told Tail. She placed 3rd in the BBE Group!

Winner’s Dog, litter mate to WB and BOS, was Kincora
Tara Gold O’West Isles, owned by Joan Johnson, Cecily
Skinner and Kayce Healy.

Bonney Touch of Reality was Reserve WB. Ch Starlight Treasure Chest X Ch Bonney Dulce Vita. Bred
by Bonita Snyder. Owned by Pat Rutherford and her
breeder.

Best of Breed, Ch Harbour Hill Mike Delfino, sire: Ch Bonney Nip
& Tuckit, dam: Ch Harbour Hill Peppermint Patty. Bred by Susan
Sakauye and Joan Wright. Owned by Matthew and Laurel Thomas
and Susan Sakauye.

An Award Of Merit went to Ch Kaylynn’s Pistol Packin
Mama by Ch Trebol’s Top Billing out of Ch Reyem’s Abrie
Cadabrie. She is bred and owned by Kay Baird and Gwen
Meyer.

Marquee’s Lion Witch & Wardrobe was Reserve WD.
Ch Vintage Green Beret Ballad X Ch Marquee’s Spellcastger. Bred by Sonya & Richard Urquhart and owned
by Brian Ness & MIchael Weiss.
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My First Show Dog

by Christy Weagant

T

he best part isn’t winning.

It’s the great people you meet, and
having fun with your Wheaten.
Speaking from my experience, I would say,
that’s the best part (although winning IS
nice!).
Sometimes, I commiserate about it taking
so long to get points on my first girl (it
wasn’t her, it was me).
That being said, if I had finished her in
her first two weekends, I wouldn’t have
had all the great experiences I had over
those years, met all the people, had all
the “adventures”, or all those fancy ribbons!

in your sweatshirt and pajamas, to the two
foot strip of grass to do her “business”,
(c’mon, you KNOW…you’ve done it, too!).
Be warned, there’s something about the
sounds, smells and atmosphere in general
of a dog show, especially the grooming
area that are strangely addicting. I wonder
if it’s from the products being sprayed in
the air…and OH the products, speaking of
the products...you just have to have this,
that AND the other thing…and have you
tried this...it’s just the best! (THIRTY dollars for a brush!? TWENTY dollars for a
comb!? MY comb for my own hair cost
me $2.79, and it’s lasted for years!

The “questionable” dog-friendly hotels,
the Mapquest directions to remote locations, the bevy of accoutrements that
rival the days that I used to travel with
a toddler. The inability to even consider a car(SUV) that isn’t at least “32
inches deep” in the cargo area, because
your crates HAVE to fit. Car salesman
WILL climb back there with a tape measure…heck, before you go shopping for
your next SUV, save some time and just
ask me!
Flying (alone) with your dog, taking
your dog/crate/paraphernalia (and your
OWN stuff) from the airport on the
shuttle to the rental car, loading up,
driving out to parts unknown, but feeling very proud that you made it (with
only ONE wrong turn)! Carrying all
of the above up three floors of stairs,
because the hotel doesn’t have an elevator
and the first two floors are booked with
the people who got there at a reasonable
time...and then walking your dog down
those three floors, across two parking lots,

Christy with her first show dog, Remy.

There’s something so intoxicating about
running that comb through your dog’s
coat and having it lay “just right” yes, she’s
having a GOOD hair day! And then, the

quest for that “perfect” down and back,
you know the one, the one where she
doesn’t pull, turns just right, yes…the two
of you are in sync…and she stops just the
right distance in front of the judge, with
perfect ears and attentively (adorably)
looks at the judge as if to say “aren’t I just
the cutest!? How could you deny me?” and
then the rush of blood to your face when
the judge (the wonderful one, the smart
one, brilliant one) points at YOU and says
“Winners Bitch!” (...did she just call me a
Bitch???)
A word of caution. I would like to mention that it would be helpful to you if you
have your breeder close, or another breeder who you trust to mentor you. Wheaten
(show) grooming is challenging and to
find help can be very frustrating in a breed
that is so grooming intensive. As a new
handler, if your dog is not groomed appropriately, your newbie-ness is more obvious
and your confidence could suffer as well
and that can affect your performance in
the ring. You CAN learn to groom,
it just takes a patient teacher and
LOTS of practice-practice-practice
(it’s helpful if you have an extra ‘nonshow’ Wheaten to experiment on!).
Another word of caution. The politics of dog showing might make you
miss an opportunity to know somebody. Let me try to explain. Many
people in this (and no doubt, every)
breed have been in the sport a VERY
long time and have developed relationships (some good and some bad,
for various reasons) that they will be
happy to share with you. Don’t make
a mistake of letting somebody tell
you whom you should or shouldn’t
befriend. It’s a good idea to listen
and be cautious because this is, after
all, a competitive sport, and unfortunately not everybody is going to be
your best friend. Resist the urge to
make judgments and trust yourself
to make good decisions. Somebody
that you may not have ever, in the nondog world, connected with, may turn out
to be one of your best “Wheaten” buddies
and a dear friend for life. Don’t miss that
opportunity. I almost did.
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continued from page 20

Most of the people I have met in this
My husband gets kudos for being super
breed are very generous, kind people.
supportive and attending all the local
Are we an exception? At one show, I was
shows (he just doesn’t like the “down”
approached by another breed owner martime…too boring) and telling me to “keep
veling at all the Wheatens gathered togeth- on trying…don’t give up”. I so appreciate
er in one grooming space, with each of us
him.
helping the other and sharing advice, comments and pointers. You see, she was in
Yes, I wouldn’t have missed this for anythe space next to us, alone, because in her
thing, though sometimes………I do
breed, the competition is (as she put it) so
wonder…what DID I used to do on week“ugly” that they don’t help each other. It
ends…and where is all my money?????
IS, she said, all about winning and beating And why do the neighbors seem surprised
the other dog. I hope that’s not true, but
to learn that my husband IS married???
it did make me appreciate the Wheaten
(They didn’t see a wife working in the yard
people who have supported me and been
this summer…or last summer…) Real
there to help,
life and dog life
and those
can become lopwho cheer for
sided, balance
me each time
becomes difI win, even
ficult, yes it can
when they’re
be like a double
in the ring
life…but DANG,
next to me.
the mail is here
And then they
and there’s a
hang around
new premium
to help with
list…just ONE
the picture to
more next
make sure that
month honey,
every little hair
I swear! Yes, I
(AND combhave a problem,
ing MY hair
but I hear that
with the $20
admitting is the
comb) is in
first step, right?
place before
the photogThis is already
rapher snaps
way too long,
the photo!
and I haven’t
You know the
even touched on
photo. It’s the
the fact that you
Christy’s son, Alex, with Remy in Junior Showmanship
one that you
WILL also be
will adore fordriven to involve
ever…the one of your first Best of Breed
yourself in the other aspects of “Breed
win with your “first” show dog…and that
Love”, like club activities, health and
brilliant judge!
rescue and fundraising for these causes,
etc…and maybe even breeding, but that’s
The relationship that you build with your
another story altogether.
dog during all the travel and show days is
wonderful and if you can get somebody
Oh yes, I almost forgot, shopping for
else in your family interested, it brings
clothes……yes, that MIGHT be the fina whole new dimension to that relationest Ralph Lauren suit you’ve EVER seen,
ship as well. At an age (16) where most
it’s your size, AND it’s 80% off…..but it
young men want little to do with their
doesn’t have POCKETS so FORGET IT!!!!
parents, my son would drop everything at
the opportunity to attend a dog show with Fine print: The above statements are my
me, started Junior Handling and was quite opinion and (limited) experience only. Not
impressive, if I do say so myself! The time to be mistaken for expert advice or to imply
we spent traveling together would never
that I am an authority on any of these subhave happened if not for this crazy sport.
jects! #!
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NEW
OPEN REGISTRY
MEMBERS

T

May 15, 2007

he Open Registry is a joint
project of SCWTCA-sponsored research at NC State
University, University of PA
and the University of Guelph (Canada).
Its purpose is to publish information
on confirmed cases of genetic diseases
in Wheatens and to maintain health
and genetic records for SCWTCAsponsored research. Dr. Meryl Littman
at Penn maintains the Registry at the
request of SCWTCA.
Members of the Open Registry agree
to forward pedigrees and medical data
for all Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers
they own, have owned or bred who
may be affected with Protein Losing
Enteropathy/Nephropathy, Addison’s
Disease, Renal Dysplasia or Irritable
Bowel Disease to the SCWT Open
Registry, c/o Dr. Littman. For membership form, visit SCWTCA web site at
http://www.scwtca.org/scwtopenregistry.html. If you would like to receive
complete list of Open Registry members, email kccarlson@comcast.net.
Marc Boyer
Alison T. Bradley
Sue F. Buchan
Linda Ann Dryden
Jim Herzog
Michael LaMotte
Michael Muentz

Enjoying Semi-Retirement at Home Since Westminster
and
Making Plans for Selected Future Appearances
Kovu and the Caraway Clan
Thank the Entire Wheaten Community for
Tremendous Support Throughout Kovu’s Career

Ch. Caraway Celebrate Life
•
•
•
•
•

16 All-Breed Best in Shows
48 Group 1s
14 Specialty Wins, including 3 consecutive National Specialties
2006 American Kennel Club Invitational BOB and Group III
2 x Westminster Kennel Club BOB

We Look Forward to Watching Today’s and Tomorrow’s SCWT Stars
Excel in the Group and Best in Show Rings

Best Wishes to All

Caraway
Beth Verner & Betty Chapman
14060 Rhodes Road
Bloomington, IL 61704
bverner@ilstu.edu / echapman@ilstu.edu

Kovu’s Career was Expertly Guided by
Shari Boyd Carusi & R.C. Carusi
13 Huguenot Road
Oxford, MA 01540-2332
(508) 987-8532
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Honoring
“Riley”

Ch Trigo’s Trick Or Treat
October 31, 1991 - March, 2007

Ch Legacy Moonlit Knight
X
Ch Kaskadon’s Windcrest Whisper

Time to say goodbye

Owned and Loved by the Perlyn Family
Heartfelt thanks to the Perlyns and Helen Fraguela

Nancy Butler
Trigo Wheatens
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The Life of Riley

by Marilyn Perlyn

Once in a lifetime there comes a pet
You know your life wouldn’t be complete had you not met.
Our Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier, Riley, was that one
From the moment she arrived our love story had begun.
She flew from Mesa, Arizona to the Florida sun
We promised her a life of love, pleasure, and fun.
She adored loving us and kissed us all day
Riley showed her family affection in every way.
Trigo’s Trick or Treat champion she did become
We nearly fell off our seats when she had won!
We bred her with champions and she had three litters
Calm and content, thirteen puppies didn’t give her the jitters.
On the grass Riley loved to romp, jump, and play
But she always listened to the command of “Stay.”
She ran with the kids, over the bushes she did fly
Oh, how she could jump so incredibly high.
“Go to your room” meant go in your crate
When it came to obedience Riley was absolutely great.
She greeted all of our guests with exuberant joy
But when the visitors left, she barked, boy, oh, boy.
Mealtimes were always a pleasure in the Perlyn house
Riley ate her food, then sat by our side, quiet as a mouse.
She ate like a lady and loved a cube of ice
When we gave her a treat we always said, “Nice.”
We used to all say someone wound her tail up
It wagged constantly till she had no energy and had to stop.
She was over sixteen and life had been good
But everyday functions were now not what they should.
When she could no longer stand up, it broke our heart
We knew the inevitable had come…it was time to part.
Our kids flew in to say their goodbyes
To their furry loved one whose nickname was Ri.
We all hugged her and kissed her and let her know
That to our lives she had brought an extraordinary glow.
How do you say goodbye to a dog loved in so many waysBy honoring her life all of your days.
To our beautiful, Riley, our family’s best friend
You will remain in our hearts to our very end.
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!appy "irthday #eniors!
Compiled by Toni Vincent
(Wheatens 14 years of age and older)

CH LEGACY MAVERICK “KIEFFER”
May 22, 1992
Ch Gleanngay Waggin Wheel X Ch Wildflower Peach Blossom
How do you choose 1 photo from 15 years of photos? How do
you represent 15 years of a life? Not an easy job. I’ve chosen
a photo taken this January, which I refer to as Kieffer’s “Senior
Portrait”. At almost 15, he is still a beautiful dog. We have
lived with and raised numerous Wheatens since getting Kieffer
in 1992 and each is special in their way, however, Kieffer will
always be our “gold standard”. We will always be looking for
characteristics that remind us of our buddy.
Owned by Jana Caraway and Jason Gretton

CH PAISLEY MIDNIGHT SUN, ROM “CHUCK” (right)
PAISLEY MIDNIGHT TEMPTATION “BECKY” (left)
April 24, 1993
Ch Paisley After Midnight, ROM
X
Ch Paisley Temptation Eyes
Chuck and Becky are brother and sister, but all they have
in common is their birthday and their healthy, long lives.
Chuck is definitely his mother’s son, reserved and dignified
always, whereas Becky is her father’s daughter, to this day,
goofy and silly, Jack in a girl suit. Chuck was a popular sire
in his day and is our breed’s oldest living Best in Show winner. He has descendants in the US, Canada and the UK. Becky was never shown nor bred, but has always been everyone’s favorite girl.
They are both arthritic and somewhat hard of hearing and, of course, sleep a lot, but are otherwise in excellent health. We hope that all
their descendants may have such happy, healthy, long lives!
Bred and owned by Kathleen, Margaret, and Evelyn McIndoe

continued on page 27
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Happy Birthday Seniors!continued from page 26

CH HULLABALOO ASHFORD TO A ‘T’, VCD2, RE, MX, AXP, MXJ, AJP
“VINNIE THE WEASEL’’
May 6, 1993
Ch Legacv In Shining Armor X Ch Hullabaloo Guilded Lily

If the Sopranos had a family dog, that dog would be Vinnie The Weasel.
He knows how to keep a secret, like what happened to the other dogs’ favorite
toys. He can jimmy a lock, scale a fence from a standing start, import young
ladies across state lines, boost a box of treats, evade regular grooming, outrun
and outwit da boss, charm and fascinate his doctor, impart arcane and
questionable wisdom to his offspring, sort out his relatives, and will seize every
opportunity to reproduce himself. Vinnie’s photo was taken by Ron Shelby.
We continue to be fascinated by the originality and intelligence of this great little
dog. In his retirement years, Vinnie is less commanding and more officious but
in such hard physical condition that you can still bounce quarters off him, like a
Marine’s bunk. Think of a half a brick with four legs and hair. Life is too short
for long naps, taking the stairs one at a time or traveling a straight route when
you can scamper in circles instead. Maybe it’s the espresso. Love ya, Weasel!
Bred and Owned by Robert and Elaine Nerrie

CH ASHFORD TEA POT DOME “MADDIE” (Vinnie’s Sister)
May 6, 1993
Ch Legacv In Shining Armor X Ch Hullabaloo Guilded Lily
Happy Birthday to Ch Ashford Teapot Dome who turned 14 years old on
May 6th! She is as feisty as ever when she is awake. She still loves Jim the
most and Grandma Kay second most. The rest of us she tolerates. Happy
Birthday Maddie!
Owned by Jim and Anna Marzolino

CARRICK’S SINGULAR SENSATION “CASSSIE”
June 15, 1993
Ch Amaden’s Zack The Director X Ch Castlebar Gotta Dance
Cassie, at 14 years old, is finally starting to slow down. Although she
does not hear or see as well as she did years ago, she lets all the other
dogs know she is still in charge. She still chases the rabbits in the yard
and thinks she can catch them.
Bred and Owned by Pam Peckham
continued on page 28
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Happy Birthday Seniors!continued from page 27
CH WATERFORD JUST A SECOND, CDX OA OAJ
“SHOOTER”
June 30, 1993
Ch Waterford Second Time Around ROM
X
Ch Westridge Just Waterford
Shooter was a very easy puppy to raise. She never needed a leash and
the only thing she ever chewed was a copy of “The Intelligence of
Dogs.” I can’t blame her for that comment on the book’s assessment
of Wheaten intelligence.
Shooter has always been wonderful with everyone, especially
puppies and children. Although she is calm and quiet indoors, she
has been my best running and hiking companion. Shooter enjoys
swimming, pointing pheasants and leaping into duck ponds. In
recent months Shooter has slowed down, but she still follows
me room-to-room with an ever wagging tail. She is as sweet and
delightful as ever.
Owner is Beth Sorenson

AUST CH LARNOOK GLEANGAY ICE SPY
“SPY”
June 8, 1991
Ch Gleanngay Medicine Man
X
Aust Ch Larnook Calamity Jane
Spy has been a much loved family
pet as well as a top winning show
dog. He is now the patriarch of
Larnook Kennels and enjoys
lazing in the sun and sleeping.
He still loves to go for his walks
and runs around the yard with
the younger dogs when he is not
protecting a much loved bone.
Owned by Dr Monica O’Kelly
Melbourne, Australia

LARNOOK GLEANGAY ICE MAID “GEMMA”
June 8, 1991

Ch Gleanngay Medicine Man X Aust Ch Larnook Calamity Jane
Gemma was our introduction to Wheaten ownership nearly 15 years ago. Although her breeder warned us that she was quite naughty,
she has been the perfect lady since moving in. Never destructive, very laid back, a perfect ambassador for the breed. Even though her
sight and hearing are fading, and arthritis has slowed her down, she still insists on her daily walks, and is always first to finish her dinner. She spends most of her time sleeping nowadays, much to the disappointment of her 5 yr-old grandson Figgy, and 2 yr-old Diva,
who would like to play with her. When she was younger, Gemma competed in both the conformation and obedience rings, and has
also tried agility, tracking, and herding cattle, but she excels best at being Queen of our hearts.
Owned by Angela Hervey-Tennyson and Peter Westcott, Melbourne, Australia
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Happy Birthday Seniors!continued from page 28
“MALCOM”
May 16, 1993

Seabast Jericho X Riverrun Amber Krystil
Malcolm is our first Wheaten. He has always been a steady, calm,
friendly dog, who loved everyone and every dog he met, especially
Wheaten pups. Although he is calm and steady, he was, until last year, also
a joyful, playful Wheatie, full of leaps and licks and kisses. Now he has lost
most of his sight, and some of his hearing (he had idiopathic vestibular
disease last December, and that has left him a bit unsure of where he is
in time and space); but he knows his familiar paths, is always glad to see
his friends, and sends his best wishes to dogs and people everywhere. The
squirrels that run along the fence are safe now. So are the postman and the
UPS drivers. He says he’s done his bit to keep us safe from them. Now, he
thinks he will take a nap.
Owned by Robert Paul and Linda Leigh Paul

CH CHARWIL BIT OF HONEY
“EZZY”
April 27, 1992
Ch Wildflower Stardust X Ch Brigadoon Charwil’s Honey
Ezzy is still telling us it is time to serve up chow! She is still very
much a terrier and tells her son, Ch Charwil Slam Dunk ROM,
where to get off if need be! Needless to say, we love our Billy
daughter.
Bred and owned by Norma R Wilson

Celebrating Long Life

wheatens that have shared their lives with us for 14 years or more
compiled by toni vincent

CAN/AM CH SUMMERWIND BLKTIE TUX H HILL
“KRUIZE”
May 15, 1992 to April 3, 2007
Ch Harbour Hill Charley Brownie X Ch Harbour Hill Ruffles ‘N Lace
Big, handsome, sweet and gentle boy.
Great champion and loving companion.
We will always miss you.
Owned by Nick and Pat Scheuer
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Introducing . . . .

CH. KINCORA TARA GOLD DIGGER
“NICOLE”

CH. Starlight Treasure Chest x CH. Kincora Tara Twice Told Tail

With multiple breed wins over specials along the way, Nicole finished her championship in style by going WB,
BOW, BOS and Bred By Exhibitor Group 3 at the SCWTCNC Specialty under Judge Mr. Ken McDermott.
Special thanks to the following judges for Nicole’s major and breed wins: Mrs. Cindy Vogels,
Mr. Ken McDermott, Mr. Norm Patton, Mr. Peter Green, Mr. Fred Bassett, Mrs. Roberta Campbell
Bred By:
Kayce Healy/KINCORA
Cecily Skinner/TARA

Owned & Loved By:
Barabara Zapf/REDHILL
& breeders K. Healy, C. Skinner

J. Berelowitz & R. Buccigross
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The Essence of Type

by Cindy Vogels

E

ssence - “the intrinsic nature
of something; the quality which
determines something’s character” (Oxford University Press)
The essence of breed type can be defined
as how the various parts of a dog come
together with the requisite temperament
to make a breed unique.
Part 3 - Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier
Coat and Color

see “What Makes for Colors and Coat
Texture in Yorkies,” by Janet Bennett.
Benchmarks, Volume 7, no. 2, Spring, 1979)
Both the AKC and the FCI standards
will be quoted as well as the SCWTCA
Illustrated Standard; while we must adhere
to the requisites of the AKC standard, the
FCI standard represents the edicts of the
country of origin – Ireland. To view the
standards, go to www.akc.org , www.fci.be.
For a copy of the Illustrated Standard, go to
the SCWTCA website at www.scwtca.org.
The most desirable coats are soft, silky,
abundant, wavy, and single. Maureen
Holmes, in her book, The Softcoated
Wheaten Terrier,(“Printed by Racmo,
Meppel;1991Page 152-153) sums it up well,
stating, “coat…must be soft and silky to
the touch, wavy or curly, NOT Coarse….
The coat must have body and be shiny. IT
IS NEVER TO BE WOOLY. Thick, white,

the coat is single and abundant. Some dogs
do carry single coats throughout their
lives, while others start out with undercoat
which intensifies during adolescence and
then dissipates with maturity resulting
in single coated adults. It’s remarkable
that such divergent puppy coats actually
mature into very similar adult coats. Both
the American and the FCI standards allow
latitude when assessing coat texture in
young dogs. However, the ideal coat will be
wavy, abundant and soft even at six months.
The American standard mentions guard
hairs only in the color section, but in
the past, many adolescent Wheatens’
coats contained harsh guard hairs (the
infamous “dead reds”).
Today, many
dogs sport coats where any guard hairs
which do appear are soft, so this is the
ideal for which we should be striving.

In my previous two articles on SCWT
type, I described proper silhouette and
head properties. This article will not be a
primer on Wheaten coat (that might be a
chapter rather than an article*); instead,
I will attempt to explain the relationship
between proper coat and breed type.
Unacceptable coat qualities include: coarse,
In other words, what
wooly, frizzy, and/or
coat factors contribute
plush. All of these
hile Mrs. Holmes goes out of her way to decry factors produce a
to the uniquely Soft
Coated Wheaten “look.”
“stuffed animal” look.
overly abundant coats, thin coats where
An overabundance
skin is readily visible are equally faulty. One
Our standard states, “An
of coat is caused
abundant single coat…. key factor is undercoat. Ideally, the coat is single and
by the
presence
Texture soft and silky with abundant. Some dogs do carry single coats throughout
of undercoat and
a gentle wave.” Color is their lives, while others start out with undercoat which
produces a look
described as “any shade
that is foreign to
of Wheaten” and goes on intensifies during adolescence and then dissipates
correct breed type.
to describe guard hairs with maturity resulting in single coated adults. It’s
On the other hand,
of different colors and remarkable that such divergent puppy coats actually
too little coat is as
the characteristic darker mature into very similar adult coats.
faulty as too much
mask. However, there
coat. To be typey,
is a range of acceptable
Wheatens must be
coat textures and colors. In fact, while wooly, straight hair or stand-off coat are well-covered with coat. All the standards
still remaining “typey,” many Wheatens serious deviations as is a frizzy coat.” Since and amplifications agree on this.
go through continual changes in coat the American standard states the coat is to
and color. In an attempt to categorize fall in “gentle waves,” I take exception to the Adult Wheaten coats must never be straight
coats, breeders often use the terms “Irish”, inclusion of the word “curly” in describing or tightly curled. Fortunately, the fashion
“American”, “Continental”, etc., but I will the ideal coat. In fact, in the original Irish of blow-drying (and even ironing) of
attempt to discuss coat without geographic standard it was specified that coat “...if curly, Wheaten coats has been replaced by airdesignation. Too often the terms are used curls must be large and loose.” (Redlich, drying which enhances the coats’ natural
pejoratively, and coat texture and color Anna The Dogs Of Ireland. Dundalk, waves. While “straight” is pretty selfare controlled by heredity not birthplace. Ireland; Dundalgan Press 1949, page 166) explanatory, a distinction should be made
Geographic differences in coat variations Note that Mrs. Holmes uses the word between “waves” (gentle undulations)
reflect selective breeding. I will discuss “body.” This is important to our discussion and “curls” (ringlets). Any sign of kink
coat and color separately, but the two as the amount of coat Wheatens carry has in the coat is particularly offensive.
actually go hand in hand. Proper color a tremendous impact on their appearance.
generally reflects (pun intended) proper While Mrs. Holmes goes out of her way I see the breed coming full circle in terms
texture as the requisite shine is due to the to decry overly abundant coats, thin coats of coat quality, and if there can be any
quality of the individual hair shaft. (For an where skin is readily visible are equally semblance of a silver lining behind the
excellent discussion of this phenomenon, faulty. One key factor is undercoat. Ideally, ominous kidney cloud, I think the rash of

W
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imports have not only improved coat quality,
but also re-adjusted our eyes to the look of
correct and typical coat. We can only hope
that just as it has become nearly impossible
to finish a Wheaten with a curly, frizzy
coat, in the future the other undesirable
coat
qualities
(harsh,
wooly,
overabundant,
straight)
will
become
nearly
extinct as well.
Our (American)
standard
calls
for “any shade of
Wheaten.”
The
FCI standard is a
little more specific
stipulating color
must be “A good,
clear
wheaten
of shades from
light
wheaten
to
a
golden
reddish hue.” In
the
American
s t a n d a r d
amplification proper color is described
as “…any shade of Wheaten from pale
gold through warm honey” (Illustrated
Standard, page 26). Sometimes proper
coat casts a platinum-like sheen. Mrs.
Holmes refers to this phenomenon
saying, “over this [coat] is a ‘silver sheen’
characteristic of the breed.” (ibid. page 152.)
Correct
color
should be thought
of
as
falling
within a range of
acceptable hues. The
American standard
amplification
reminds us, “Very
deep color in a
puppy does not
always predict strong
adult color. Color
change
continues
throughout the life
of the dog. The
hairs are often banded. Closely observed,
the Wheaten is not a solid-colored
dog.“ Illustrated Standard, page 26)
Both the American and FCI standards go
into detail about puppy coats. However,
the FCI describes new-born puppy colors
which would be nearly, if not entirely
cleared by the time they entered the
ring. Our standard devotes a paragraph
to the color transition some coats make
between 6 months and two years of age.
While we still do see many Wheatens’

coats which go through the described
transition, increasingly, many do not.
Most importantly, coat color must always
be warm and reflective which is dependent
upon proper coat texture. (See above).
Again, proper coat
texture
creates
correct color; you
will never see ideal
color on an improper
textured coat as it
will not carry the
requisite sheen.
Mrs. Holmes is
quite adamant in
stating “coat color…
must have a warm
GOLDEN hue NOT
y e l l o w… B r o w n
is a colour that is
NEVER mentioned
or allowed in a
W H E AT E N … N o
black or gray is
allowed in the adult
coat, which includes
the head.” (Ibid. page 153) She singles
out the head because it is not uncommon
to find grey shading, allowed on ears and
muzzle, spilling over onto the head. She
goes on to say…”A white or pale coat must
also be penalized.” (Ibid. page 153) I would
take exception to faulting a “pale” coat. If
it has shine and is not white, I would call
it acceptable
– far more
acceptable
than a dull,
oatmeal
or
grayish hue.
Historically,
trimming has
been a point
of contention
both here and
abroad,
but
presently
I
don’t consider
it a problem
here. A general discussion of presentation
is outside the parameters of this article,
but it can affect breed type when improper
presentation creates an uncharacteristic
look. While the FCI standard still allows
for untrimmed dogs (which is rarely seen
abroad), the American standard only
describes trimmed dogs, cautioning that
“Dogs that are overly trimmed shall be
severely penalized.”
Wheatens’ coats
should never be cut as close as our Kerry
Blue cousins, but, most often, when dogs
appear to be over-groomed, it is the by-
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product of poor coat quality not overworked scissors. As noted above, the
cessation of blow-drying and ironing coats
has greatly contributed to the uniformity of
proper wavy coats seen in the ring today.
Can an otherwise excellent Soft Coated
Wheaten with a bad coat be considered
excellent? No!

Can an excellent coat make an otherwise
mediocre Soft Coated Wheaten excellent?
No!
Proper coat is only one important
component and must never be championed
above the whole dog.
Accompanying photos depict ideal coat
color and texture.

*For an excellent in depth discussion
of coat, see Kickie Norrby’s “Evaluating
Coat in the Wheaten Terrier” in this
issue of Benchmarks. Also, note color
photos of Wheaten Terrier coat in
Maureen Holmes’ book The Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier, pages 155 & 156!

"Del Val’s Specialty
Bucks County PA, May 6 2006
Report by kevin Mc Donald

I

n last year’s report, Cherie Turner
Fogarty started off by saying “Dog
shows and weather don’t get any
better than this year’s
Del Val Specialty”.
We all agreed with that statement. But this year I think
we may have even topped
it. We had three absolutely
gorgeous days of warm and
sunny weather.

Trap. BOS went to Ch Frolic’s Hoodoo
The Voodoo. Winners Dog was awarded to Whindancer Bridge Over Troubled

make this possible. Carole Clark once
again coordinated trophies.
After judging the Club sponsored our
annual luncheon. Thanks to all who contributed the wonderful food and goodies.
After lunch we held the drawing for our
Chinese Auction and our raffle item. This
year’s Chinese Auction once again proved
to be a wonderful success. Thanks to all
who helped make this successful with your
very generous donations.

The weekend started off at
Our Raffle item, a beautiful Wheaten
Garden State All Terrier,
Weather Vane was won by Larry Steffen.
judged by Dennis Kniola.
We had an entry of 45
Sunday’s show was held at the Trenton
Wheatens. BOB went to
Kennel Club. Our judge was Robert
Ch Dhowden American
Shreve. His BOB winner was Ch Dhowden
Dreams. BOS was awarded
American Dream. BOS went to Ch.
to Ch Aran Built A Betr
Greentree Fairy Tale Angel In Charge.
Mouse Trap.
Winners
Winners Dog was Whindancer Bridge
Dog and Best of Winners Best of Breed at Bucks, CH ARAN BUILT A BETR MOUSE TRAP
Over Troubled Water, while Winners Bitch
Ch Lissadell Cajun Comet X Aran All About Me
were awarded to Greentree
Bred by Mark Buskey & Shari Boyd, Owned by Shari Boyd
and Best of Winners went to Greentree
Trinity Heart Break Kid.
Skellig’s Abraxas. Reserve Winners Dog
Winners Bitch was awarded
to Greentree Fairy Tale Angel in Charge. Water while Winners Bitch and
Reserve Winners Dog was Dhowden Best of Winners went to Geragold
Nantucket Lightship while reserve Winners Seanacy Gilded Trebol.
Bitch went to Whindancer Crazy Little
Reserve Winners Dog was
Thing Called Luv.
Whindancer’s Something So Right
After judging the exhibitors enjoyed a wine and Reserve Winners Bitch was
and cheese party hosted by Cherie Turner Kennally Faolin Ruadh.
Fogarty and Carole Clark. Thanks for a
Award of Merit was given to
great time ladies!
Veteran Bitch Winner Ch Bantry
Saturday the Del Val Specialty began with Bay Kharisma who is now 13 years
coffee and wonderful pastries once again old and looked absolutely wonderful in the ring. It was great
hosted by Jim and Erma Heckman.
to see her again. She hasn’t lost a
Best Opposite Sex, Ch Frolic’s Hoodoo The Voodoo
Marjorie Shoemaker was our Sweeps Judge step. Winners Dog Whindancer
Ch Jamboree Amigo X Ch Frolic Pocketful of Dreams
with an entry of 18 puppies. Her BIS went Bridge Over Troubled Water, Ch
Bred and Owned by Cheryl Turner Fogarty
to Marymore Banner Stand Up Double Coventry’s Hey Look Me Over,
while BOS went to Honeylee’s Moon Beam. and Ch Kildimo’s Boys Of Blue
was Greentree Trinity Heart Break Kid and
Hill were also given an Award Of Merit.
Thank you Marjorie for a job well done.
Reserve Winners Bitch was Greentree Fairy
Our judge for this year’s Specialty was Each dog that placed was awarded a tale Brown Eyed Girl.
Margret Moeller-Sieber. Her BOB win- Waterford Crystal Trophy. Thanks to all
ner was Ch Aran Built A Betr Mouse who contributed to our trophy fund to After judging, a luncheon was hosted by
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Judges Critique
DVSCWTC

Bev & Kevin McDonald along with the Del
Val Club. It was great to finally sit and relax
after a very long weekend
I would like to thank all of our judges who
did a magnificent job. A big thanks to all
the exhibitors who came out and supported
the show. I would also like to thank all the
members of the Del Val Club who worked
so hard to make our show a success once
again. We can’t do it without you.

6-9 Month Dog

Margret Moeller- Sieber

1 Honeylee’s Moon Beam - This dog is well boned and has a very well built body. Very nice terrier
expression and type.
2 Gemstone Lontree Star Studded - This puppy was also well put together. Very nice head will
learn how to use his ears as he
grows. Nice pigmentation and a
sound mover.

We hope to see everyone back again next
year.

3 Cuileann I Got Something - This
was the baby of the class. Has a
very nice head. He is a nice mover.
His coat will come in with age.

Del Val member Keith Meyers is credited
for all the pictures contained in this article.
Presenter is Kevin McDonlald.!

4 Frolic’s Whad’Ya Know - This
dog is also well put together and a
nice mover with good expression,
but he does have an undershot
mouth. Hopefully it will correct
itself.

SWEEPS CRITIQUE
DVSCWTC
Marjorie Shoemaker

9-12 Month Dogs

It was a pleasure to be asked, and to judge
the Delaware Valley Soft Coated Wheaten
Terrier Specialty Sweepstakes. I had an
entry of 18, and enjoyed my puppies very
much.

Best In Sweeps, Marymore Banner Stand Up Double
Ch Legacy The Grail X Ch Marymore First Tripleaxel
Breeders Susan Shaw & Mary Pelitier
Owners John & Pam Mandeville & Mary Pelitier

There were some very nice animals, overall. I was pleased to see improved front
movement on most of the entrants. The
balance and outline of these puppies was
generally nice, although I had a few that
were a bit long. Tail sets were pretty, and
the attitude was good.

12-18 Month Dogs
1 Kaylynn Huckleberry ABV A Persimmon - A very nice young male. He has a super head and
expression, is well angulated in both front and rear. He is still young in coat. Overall a very nice
boy.
2 Ellora Footloose Icon - Nice looking young male. He has a masculine
head with good expression. Good
angulations both front and behind.
Coat is a bit pale, but very silky.
Movement was quite close in the
front.

Rear movement is not as true as I have
seen it, in the past. A few were “hocky”.
The coat quality on the puppies was quite
nice. (We need to pay attention to coat
color, in some cases, however.) Eye color
and shape of eye held up nicely through
the classes.

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs

I found that the two biggest problems
were overly wide skulls, and flat feet. On
two of the entrants, I could barely get to
the zygomatic arch, when I spanned my
hand over the skull. I do NOT have petite
hands! Some heads are going a bit coarse.
We need to pay attention to this! The flat
feet threw off movement, causing pounding in the front, or less reach than desired.

1 Whindancer Bridge Over Troubled
Water - This is a very masculine looking young male with an excellent
head and expression. He has a well
angulated body with a very nice coat
and color. Excellent type. This was
my Winners Dog. Also awarded
AOM.

My two winners covered the ground beautifully and held up well.
I certainly enjoyed my time in the ring,
on this glorious spring day. I thank all
the exhibitors for their time and efforts to
keep our breed going in the right direction!!

1 Diamonds From Cartiers - This
was also a nicely put together dog
with a nice head and expression.
He moved well.

Best Opposite Sex, Sweeps, Honeylee’s Moon Beam
Honeylee’s Fire & Water X Wheaten Rebel’s Wait n’see
Bred and Owned by Cindy and John Prokop

2 Aran The Betr To Hear You With - This is a very promising young male. He has an excellent
head and expression. He is well put together, but just needs time to develop.
3 Dhowden Nantucket Lightship - This dog has a well put together body with a super coat and
color for his age. Very nice head. Is a bit close in front movement and could be a bit bigger in size.
4 Edgewood Steel My Thunder - This dog moves and shows well. The coat is nice in texture, but is
continued on page 38
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a bit pale in color. A bit feminine in type and outline. Foreface could be stronger.
Open Dogs
1 Whindancer’s Something So Right - This is a well put together male. Very nice
masculine head. Good size, well angulated. Good coat texture and excellent
color. Moves well. This was my Reserve Winners Dog.
2 Hobel It’ll Be Me - Irish type male Very nice silky coat. Nice tail set, a bit long
in back. Stop should be better defined. Well angulated both front and rear.
6-9 Month Bitches
1 Geragold Seanacy Gilded Trebol - A very nicely put together young bitch. Has
a very feminine head with great expression. Lots of substance already. Covers
ground well. Super coat, but a bit pale in color. Excellent parallel movement both
front and rear. This is my Winners Bitch.
2 Carrick’s Perfect Storm - This is a very promising puppy with a nice head, sound
movement and well put together body.
3 Marymore Banner Stand Up Double - A well put together bitch, nice mover, a
little bit long in back.
4 Islander’s Party Girl - This is the baby of the class. She is well put together, with
nice breed type, but needs experience and training.

Geragold Seanacy Gilded Trebol was Winners Bitch and Best
of Winners Bred by Niel O’Sullivan & Gerard Thompson,
owned by Louise Bishoff, Guillermo Reuda and her breeders.
Sire: Neverlasting’s A Star Is Born, Dam: Ch Geragold Inis Oirr.

9-12 Month Bitches
1 Amaden Islander Recess Queen - A nicely put together bitch. A bit unsure in
showing herself today.
12-18 Month Bitches
1 Eringlo Go For The Gold - A well put together bitch that moves and shows
well. Nice expression ears a bit big.
2 Seanacy T’Daze Top Story - A well put together bitch, but still immature.
Moved and showed well. Lack of beard spoiled the entire expression of the head.
Coat needs to be improved.
3 Kildomo Wyldes Lady Spitfire - An Irish type bitch that is still immature in
coat. Super silky coat, but a bit pale. Will develop color as it matures. Moves
quite well and has a very nice head.
Bred By Exhibitor Bitches
1 Glenamon Bjorn Free Of Jendu - Very nice bitch, feminine in outline, head
and expression. Well put together square body. Moves and shows very well.
2 Lonestar Forever In Blue Jeans - A nice sized feminine looking bitch. Nice
expression & moves well. Ears a bit big.

Reserve Winners Dog, Whindancer’s Something So Right
Ch Geragold Riders To The Sea
X
Ch Honeylee’s Bye Gone Years
Owners Susan Ratliffe, JoDee and Paul Kogut
Breeder: Susan Ratliffe, Cindy and John Prokop

3 Whindancer Crazy Little Thing Called Luv - A well put together body, but a bit big in size. Nice head and expression. Super coat and color.
4 Coventry’s Here’s Looking At Me - A well put together bitch. Lots of bone and substance. Ears a bit high set on. A bit pale in color. Moves and
shows very well.
Open Bitches
1 Kennally Faolin Ruadh - A very nice feminine bitch, excellent head, well angulated body with bone and substance. Nice coat texture. This is
my Reserve Winners Bitch.
2 Coventry’s Looks Like Trouble - A well put together bitch with excellent head and expression. Very nice coat.
3 Lontree Golden Glow - A nice bitch but expression was hurt by improper ear carriage. Moved nicely.
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4 Kriskenny Perfect Tonic Cadence - A bit big in size, moves nicely. Nice coat and color.
Veteran Bitch
1 Ch Bantry Bay Kharisma - A very lovely 13 year old bitch. She seemed to enjoy
showing as much as I enjoyed seeing her. Thank you for bringing her to me. Also
awarded AOM.
Best Of Breed
Ch Aran Built A Betr Mouse Trap
She is a very nice looking bitch. Excellent breed type with a beautiful head, well put
together angulated body. A very nice square outline & excellent topline. Super coat
and covers ground with ease. Very well presented and handled.
Best Opposite Sex
Ch Frolic’s Hoodoo The Voodoo
A very well put together male with excellent head and expression. Well angulated
strong body with lots of substance. Very nice moving. Excellent coat and color.
I would like to thank all the exhibitors for bringing your dogs to me to judge. I hope
that you enjoyed your day as much as I did. Special thanks to the Del Val Club for
inviting me to judge their Specialty Show!

Award Of Merit, Ch Kildimo’s Boys Of Blue Hill
Ch Gleanngay Daring Display
X
Ch Kairi’s Only A Paper Moon
Bred and Owned by Jerry and Kirstin Stack

Award Of Merit, Ch Coventry’s Hey Look Me Over
Ch Neverlasting’s Forever More
X
Ch Coventry’s All Eyes On Me
Bred and Owned by Erma and Jim Heckman

Best Veteran Bitch and Award Of Merit
Ch Bantry Bay Kharisma
Ch Legacy Wildwest Wildflower
X
Ch Amaden’s Cash Sterling
Owner Janet Nicoll
Breeders S Candace Way, Emily J Holden & Roger Cotton
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Montgomery 2007
The Fall Classic
atmosphere, two longtime breeders, Marjorie
Shoemaker (Waterford)
and Beverly MacDonald
(Greentree) will share their
knowledge and experience
by answering questions on
a wide range of topics. The
first hour will be devoted to
pre-submitted questions and
then they will take questions
from the floor. To submit
a question, contact Elena
Landa, elena.landa@verizon.
net, by September 2.

It may be the height of the
baseball season but be
honest; we’re all starting to
dream about the Fall Classic!
To spark your anticipation,
here’s a preview of some
of the very special events
planned for Montgomery
weekend this year.

Thursday, October 4, Heidi
Parker, Ph.D., post-doctorate
fellow in molecular biology
from the National Institute
of Health, National Human
Genome Research Institute,
On Sunday at Montgomery
will speak at SCWTCA’s
the CHIC DNA Repository will
Education Workshop. She will
be holding a DNA Collection
discuss ongoing research at
Clinic. DNA samples will
the Ostrander Lab relating
be taken via buccal swabs
to genetics
and will be
and cancer
stored in the
in canines.
Veterinary
Take
me
out
to
the
dog
show
Staff from the
Genetics
Take me out with the crowd
Ostrander Lab
Lab at the
Buy me some Milkbones and bully sticks
will be on hand
University of
to collect blood Who says you can’t teach an old dog new tricks!
Californiasamples for
Davis.
genetic research
The Orthopedic Foundation
from dogs whose owners are
for Animals is underwriting
willing to participate.
all collection and storage
costs for these samples.
Thursday afternoon a new
For more information, visit
event will take place, the Ask
the CHIC website at www.
the Breeder Symposium. For
caninehealthinfo.org.
two hours in a fun, relaxed

!

!

!!!

Finally, a word about our block of rooms at the Sheraton Park Ridge Hotel. SCWTCA and
the Sheraton have established a waiting list for rooms in our block. If you need a room, but
are unable to reserve one through the hotel, please send an email to David Ronsheim, dhr@
wheatens.com, with the subject line “MCKC need a room” and nothing in the body of the
message. If you have a room that you are planning to cancel, please email David at the
above address with the subject “MCKC have a room.” David will get back to you with
details.
More detailed information on all the Montgomery events will be coming soon in SCWTCA’s
mailer. If you are not on the mailing list, please download it from http://www.scwtca.org.
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Have Ewe Herd?
Southern California Wheatens Return to Their Celtic Roots
By Connie Koehler
SCWTCSC
Photography by Joan Johnson

F

or the second consecutive year, The Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier Club of
Southern California (SCWTCSC) held its
herding instinct test on March 4, 2007,
in the San Fernando Valley, north of Los
Angeles. As in 2006, over 20 Wheatens and
their families amply demonstrated that the
breed’s westward migration to the Pacific
hasn’t diluted the genetic code for which
Wheatens were prized in the Auld Sod:
sheep-herding.

ed this year due to popular demand on
March 4. To begin the festivities, Judy gave
the group a short primer on the interactive
behavior of dogs and sheep, given that the
former are predatory pack animals, and the
latter typically their prey. Through centuries of careful breeding, humans have channeled the canine prey drive into instinctive
herding behavior, by truncating the “kill
chain” before it becomes lethal. A border
collie is the only “strong-eyed” breed that
actually moves sheep, huddled together for
safety, by stalking and staring
at them first and
then giving chase.
Other “looseeyed” breeds, the
Wheaten among
them,
move
sheep without
making direct
eye contact, but
nonetheless chase
and occasionally
use their mouths
to herd.
Let MeAt’ Em

Conducted at the
ranch of AKC
and American
H e r d i n g
Breed
Assn
(AHBA), herding judge Judith
Vanderford in
Sunland,
CA,
the catalyst for
the two events
and the success
in the AHBA
herding
ring
enjoyed by Ch
Claddagh’s Star-Studded Ceili. Ceili is
owned and handled by SCWTCSC members Ron and Viviana Hetherington. Ron
and Viviana had originally trained their
German Shepherd with Judy Vanderford
and introduced Ceili to sheep after she
had achieved stardom in the conformation
ring. Ceili took to sheep as the proverbial
duck takes to water. Undeterred by the
AKC’s lack of recognition of Wheatens as a
qualified breed for AKC-sanctioned testing
and trials, Ron and Viviana competed Ceili
in AHBA events, which currently allow
SCWTs to compete as recognized “multipurpose” herding dogs.
Following the Hetheringtons’ offer to connect SCWTCSC with Judy Vanderford
and subsequent high member interest,
SCWTCSC inaugurated the herding instinct
test as a fun event on Feb. 12, 2006, repeat-

that the dog would not harm the sheep,
but would rather move them from point to
point. Once the dog exhibited instinctive
behavior, Judy signaled the handler to drop
the lead, and to allow the dog to move the
sheep itself. Judy guided each dog with
a plastic paddle, if necessary, to keep the
dog at an appropriate distance from the
sheep and to direct its movements more
efficiently.
In 2006, only two of the eighteen dogs
that participated failed to exhibit a suitable
amount of interest and instinctive behavior
toward the sheep. The 2006 group ranged
in age from five months to nine years; the
pup turned in one of the strongest examples
of instinct among the pack. This year, 18 of
23 dogs that were tested were honored with
a certificate, issued by the club and signed
by Judy. Most of the dogs in both years’
groups were trained for conformation, but
many were also obedience dogs, therapy
dogs, or pets as their sole occupation.

The overwhelming sentiment among the
SCWTCSC test participants is to make
herding not only an annual club event, but
Next, Ron and Ceili demonstrated to the also to hold herding events more frequentgroup that Wheatens
ly. The club
are indeed talented
is currently
sheep-herding dogs.
working
Finally, it was the turn
with Judy
of each human/canine
Vanderford
team in the pen, along
to schedwith Judy and four
ule herding
sheep—the last critters
events at a
undeterred by rookie
m i n i mu m
dogs and handlers. The
of twice a
object of the exercise
year, tarLooking at the sheep
was to evaluate: the
geted for
dog’s interest in the
the current
sheep; the dog’s subsequent actions when late winter months, and also the mid-tointerest was established; and the overall late fall. This year, we are tentatively schedattitude and aptitude of the dog for herd- uling a late October or early November
ing.
timeframe, to accommodate dog show
schedules and Judy’s impending move to
Initially, the handler maintained physical a new, larger training facility. The club is
contact with the dog on its lead to ensure also considering group lessons leading to
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competing in herding
testing and trial events
held by AHBA, subject
to membership interest.
And what of AKC recognition for the Wheaten
as a herding competition-eligible breed?
Merrillee Ford, a past
president of SCWTCSC
and an avid participant in canine sports,
has been in contact in
past years with Suzanne Stone and Susan
McGee on herding at the SCWTCA level.
Bob Nerrie of the SCWTC of Northern
California has also contacted me, and suggested following up with Susan, who is
a focal point for the
SCWTCA Board on
obtaining AKC recognition for our breed.

Should a request
be forthcoming, it
will be presented
to the AKC Board
for their consideration in early 2007
so be sure to take
the necessary time
to document the
breed’s history.

mate number of entries that could
be expected from the breed and most
importantly, historical data indicating that the breed was bred and used
for the purpose of the event type.
When this
information
is received a
presentation
will be made
In August 2006, Susan
to the AKC
posted a note on the
Board
of
SCWTCA chat room,
Directors by
SCWTCADiscuss@
my departyahoogroups.com,
ment indiand related Suzanne’s
cating the
and her efforts since
wishes
of
2005:
the
Parent
Where’s the Wheaten?
Club. The
“One of the
Board will consider the request at
important AKC requirements is
two Board meetings and should they
gathering historical data indicatapprove the request, then the breed
ing that the breed was bred and
will be granted participation in the
used for herding. Suzanne has accusport. Implementation date will
mulated a file folder with books,
depend on the length of time that it
herding instinct tests, references to
Wheatens and sheep and photographs. Per Suzanne, ‘since we really
can’t show real history (like showing
an etching with a Wheaten sheep
herding or cattle driving), we have
to present any anecdotal history in
books, etc. (which I have researched
and have on file)’.
On July 26th Suzanne and I received
the following communication from
William Speck, AKC, and Vice
President-Performance:
In order to be considered for participation in a Performance Event, a
request from the Parent Club must be
submitted to this department indicating what event is desired, approxi

For those of you
interested
in
Wheatens becoming eligible to
participate in Herding events, we
welcome your assistance! Suzanne
specifically needs copies of herding
instinct testing results, photos/videos
of Wheatens herding, and any historical photos/etchings of Wheatens
in action. You may contact Suzanne
directly at SUZESTONE@aol.com.
Is it possible our Ireland and Sweden
friends may have some documentation of Wheaten’s herding that may
help?”

Stalking The Sheep

Moving the sheep

takes the AKC ISD department to do
the proper programming to record
results, etc. which will not occur until
after Board approval.

Judy Vanderford related how Kerry Blue
Terriers, the very close cousin of the SCWT,
were recognized in 2006 as the first nonHerding Group breed for competition in
AKC-sanctioned herding events. The local
southern California Kerry Blue club filmed
their dogs after herding instinct testing at
Judy’s facility, interviewed Judy on video,
sent the resulting CD-ROM into the AKC,
and received recognition for testing and
trialing “almost immediately,” according
to Judy. She added that presentation of
documentation to the AKC is key,
and that the Kerry Blue herding
focal point would be able to provide
guidance to our club. The bottom
line for Judy is that “I would like
to see your breed accepted for both
test and trial at once.”
That said, Judy noted that herding is not for the faint of heart.
It is an expensive, time-consuming sport, with interest required
from a broad spectrum of fanciers
across the breed. In order to demonstrate core interest on the part of breed
clubs at the regional and national levels,
she recommended holding instinct testing
events at large regional specialties, such as
those in northern and southern California
in the spring and early summer, and at the
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national specialty in Montgomery County, PA, in October. She also
suggested finding a cadre of herding trainers across the country who
would be the mainstay of the breed’s continued participation in the
sport.
Based on two years of photographic and video documentation, and
with the aid of Judge Judy Vanderford, the SCWTCSC stands ready
to help Susan, Suzanne, and other herding aficionados nationwide to
get the SCWT the AKC recognition that was bred into its DNA long
ago in the pasturelands of Ireland, and that is sustained today in the
breed’s American descendants.
The author, who is serving as the SCWTCSC herding focal point
as well as club treasurer, can be reached by e-mail at clkoehler@
pacbell.net. She is indebted to Ron and Viviana Hetherington, Judy
Vanderford, Miriam Kahan, Merrillee Ford, and Bob Nerrie for their
help and inspiration in the writing of this article. Most especially, she is
eternally grateful for the partnership, loyalty and love of her talented
Wheaten sheep dog, Marymore Point Mugu (Magoo)!

Bringing In A Stray

Shep!

USKB†C BO ARD GIFTS “KIN G D O M LEADER TROPHY TO SC WC A
(Reprinted From The Kerry Blue Terrier Club’s Publication, Blueprints, Spring 2007)
Among the thirteen trophies donated by Mr Daniel A Brennan to the USKBTC was a cup awarded to a Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier dog at the Irish Kennel Club show on St Patrick’s Day in 1938. The trophy was won by Mr Patrick
Blake’s Ch Kingdom Leader, the FIRST Soft Coated Wheaten to become a champion. Kingdom Leader won both his
bench and field trial certificates within 12 months.
Mr Blake, along with Dr G J Pierce, initiated the drive to have the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier recognized as a distinct
breed by the Irish Kennel Club in 1934. Matt Blake, Patrick’s son, was a founder of the International Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier Club and served as its chairman.
Recognizing the importance and contributions of both Blakes and Kingdom Leader to the SCWTCA, the USKBTC
Board voted unanimously to gift the five inch trophy cup to them.
Helen Moreland, President of the SCWTCA and Gay Dunlap, with whom I first discussed the possible transfer of this
trophy at the Sun Country Terrier Club show in Scottsdale AZ, are most appreciative of the USKBTC Board’s decision.
How best to effect the transfer is being discussed. If not before, the trophy will be delivered at the Montgomery show in
October.
Tom Rogers, President
USKBTC
Editor’s note: The Trophy is a Sterling Silver Cup, approximately 4” by 4 3/4”.
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